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and visibility data at active leks were measured to help

develop lek habitat management guiderines. The experimental

restoration tested the effectiveness of larger restored rek

si-tes compared to smaller restored lek sites. Two leks

sites vrere restored of ZZ.2 ha and i-9.6 ha. Over two spring

seasons, these lek sites hrere unsuccessful at attracting
displaying male sharp-tailed grouse and females. These

larger lek sites T¡rere not as successful as small-er (ie. 3 to
t ha) Iek sites that had been restored in 1,997. In
additíon, costs f or manipulation r¡rere approximately double

for the larger restored sites.
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CHÀPTER 1

II{TRODUCTÏON

1. ]. BÀCKGROTIND

Numerous environmental factors influence wil-d1ife

habitat. These factors vary in time and space and interact

in complex tÄtays to favour or hinder the function of wildlife
(Bailey 1984). I47ith wildlife habitat dependent on the type

and extent of its vegetation cover, âily change, positive or

negative, ilây affect wildtife.

Due to natural processes, vegetation within an area is

subject to change over time. This change, called

succession, changes the diversity and abundance of plant

species, furthermore affecting the composition and

distribution of wildlife species within the community (Smith

1980). Bailey (1984) noted that habitat for a species,

including a change of habitat, can be a liniting factor for

its population.

The l-atter statement can be applied to the Narcisse

Witdlife Management Àrea (Ni/riMÀ) (Figure f-). Scattered

throughout the region are areas in various stages of

vegetative succession. The region contains aspen (Populus

tremul-oides) forests, bur oak (Ouercus macrocarpa) ridges

and scattered white spruce (Picea glauca) interspersed with

open grasslands, hay fields
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Figure L. Location of NIIM^A in Manitoba, Canada
( 50 4T 'N, 97 34 ' t^J) (NWMA pamphlet, ManiLobaDept. Nat. Res . L99Z) .
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and wetlands that provide suitable habitat for many wildlife
species incl-uding the prairie sharp-tailed grouse

(Tympanuchus phasianellus campestris) (Berger 1989) .

Sharp-tail-ed grouse are native to Manitoba and a part of
Manitoba's wildlife heritage. However, due to forest
succession and the loss of grassl-ands, this resource is not

as plentifuJ- as it once was (Berger 1"992).

The reasons for focusing this study within the Narcj-sse

Wild1ife Management Area (NWMA) were:

a) sharp-tail-ed grouse management was a primary

objective for the N!üMÀ;

b) vegetation within the NI^IMÀ showed a natural
succession with positive and negative affects on

sharp-tailed grouse lek habitat;
c) historical information on lek location and

vegetation vras avail-ab1e; and

d) a range of habitat enhancement techniques could be

tested at NI,rrMA that could be applicable to other

south Interlake Wild1ife Management Àreas.

L.2 PROBLEI.I STÀTEXIIENT

Habitat loss is a major contributing factor affecting
sharp-tailed grouse. In the south Interlake region of

Manitoba, human intervention by the prevention and

suppression of wil-d fire has encouraged aspen succession.



If succession continues, grassl-and habitat necessary for
sharp-tailed grouse rnating wirl be substantiarry reduced in
the short-term. This resultant lack of open grasslands rnay

reduce the reproductive success of sharp-tailed girouse in
the south Interl-ake region of Manitoba.

Analysis of aerial photographs (Berger i_999) have shown

changes in vegetation over time at NIrIMÄ. A decline in
visibility on leks because of aspen encroachment, along with
a l-oss of grassland vegetation, has resulted in sharp-taited
qrouse abandoning dancing grounds.

Hunting and viewing opportunities are linked closety
with sharp-tailed qrouse abundance. As the numbers of
grouse decline, such opportunities decrease. Revenue from

license fees will diminish, and enjoyment of the outdoor

experience will vanish for future generations of Manitobars

(Berger L992). Consequently, a need has surfaced for the

development of management guidelines for enhancing sharp-

tailed grouse habitat at NIrIMÀ.

]..3 OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this study was to develop management

guidelines for sharp-tailed grouse lek habitat at NWMÀ. The

application of Èhese guidelines should assist in sustaining

sharp-tailed grouse populations throughout the south

Interlake.



SPECIFTC OBJECTÏVES INCLUDED:

1. to review seasonal- habitat requirements for sharp-

tailed grouse within the NI{MÀ;

2. to investigate techniques for enhancing sharp-

taited grouse habitat;

3. to locate dancing grounds (historical,

abandoned and active) at the NWMA and to describe

their vegetative characteristícs;

4. to develop management guidelines for sharp-tailed

grouse habitat enhancement at NWMÄ; and

5. to implement and monitor the effectiveness of the

guidelines at NWMÄ during I99I-I992.

1.4 PRÀ,CTTCUH DELIUITÀTIONS

This was a two year study in which baseline data was

gathered. Habitat change over time \ÁIas considered to have a

positive effect (ie. woody cover to open habitat), or

negative effect (ie. open habitat to woody cover) on

habitat. Therefore, Do quantification of habitat change was

determined.

Spring lek habitat was the focus of this study. ú{inter

habitat was only briefly discussed in the l-iterature review

section. Further, determination of sharp-tailed grouse

winter habitat requirements at NWMA was not wit,hin the scope



of this study.

It was assumed that further studies would be conducted

in this area in subsequent years. Thus, managtement

recommendations were presented in this report to aid in
present sharp-tailed grouse management as well as provide

basic information for future studies.

1.5 DEFINITION OF TERI,IS

The following terms will be used throughout this study.

Bare ground: encompasses dead vegetative litter/matter,

bare soils and rock/qravel cover types.

Brood: a group of young birds produced over one hatching.

AIso defined as all- the surviving offspring in one

family.

Cover: the percentage of ground surface covered by a plant

(Smith 1e80).

Forb: any plant species not falling under the categories of

either grasses or woody vegetation.

crasses: herbs with fruit in the form of grains.

Encompasses true girasses and grass-like species (Smith

i_e80 ) .



Grazing: the act of allowing animars to consume veqetation
on an area of land. Someti_mes used as a vegetative

control-.

Habitat: the range of environments in which a speci-es

occurs ( Snith l-980 ) .

Historical: belonging to or typical of the past.

Lek: an open, elevated grassland area on which birds of a

certain species, notably sharp-tailed girouse, gather

for sexual display and mating.

Manipulation: the conversion of an unsuitable area into an

area suitable for a specific purpose or function. To

restore vital-ity of a given area. Usually converted by

mechanical, fire, chemical or natural means.

Prescribed burn: the appJ-ication of fire to natural fuels
on a pre-determined area to accomptish planned

management objectives (Mi1ler L979).

Shear-bladin$l the mechanical removal of surface

vegetation using a bulldozer equipped with a blade of
some sort. Usually accomplished in winter.

Succession: an act in which one thing is followed

interruptedly by another. Relating to this
research it would be vegetative change.

Woody vegetation: encompasses shrubs, saplings and tree
species.

7



CHAPTER 2

LITERÀ,TI]RE REVIEVÙ

2.L IÌflTRODUCTION

There are many subspecies of sharp-tailed grouse in

North America. Each has different habitat preferences and

is affected by alterations to their habitat. The Northern

sharp-taited grouse (T. p. northern) is found throughout

open areas of the Boreal- Forest in the Hudson Bay lowlands

(Evans 1968). The Columbian sharp-tailed grouse (T. p.

columbianus) inhabits areas with hills or benchlands and

slopes less than 50 deqrees (Mi1ler and Graul 1980).

According to Miller and Grau1 (1980) regions of British

Col-umbia, Washington, Utah, Montana, Colorado, Wyoming, and

rdaho all have a Columbia sharp-tailed grouse population.

Evans (1968) sÈates that the Plains sharp-tailed grouse (T.

p. janesi) occurs in eastern British Columbia, Alberta,

Saskatchewan, Wyoming, southwest Manitoba, North Dakota,

South Dakota, and Nebraska. All of these subspecies have

declined in numbers over the years due to alterations of

their habitat (Berg et al. 1987).

The prairie sharp-tailed grouse (T.p. campestris)

historically inhabited the areas of SaskatchevTan, Manitoba,

Minnesota, Michigan, Wisconsin, Ontario, Iowa, and ll-linois



(Mi11er and Graul l-980). Figure 2 shows the past and

present distribution of this subspecies. Extirpation of the

prairie sharp-tailed grouse occurred in Illinois and Iowa

between 1900 and L934 (MiÌler and Graul 1-980). Regions of

Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan älso showed population

declines over the years. Major reasons for population

declines have been land-use changes, plant succession and

fire suppression (Miller and Grau1 l-980).

Prairie sharp-tailed grouse in Canada appear to have

stable populations in sorne areas and unknov¡n populations in

other areas. However, a survey by Miller and Grau1 (1980)

predicted a reduction in populatj-on ranges in Minnesota,

Wisconsin, Michigan and Manitoba during the 1980's.

In Minnesota, sharp-tailed grouse populations are

concentrated in northwest and east central regions of the

state (Berg et aI . 1,987). Overall declines from l-981 to

L992 in northwest and east central ranges approximate 5OZ

and 66%, respectively over this period (Berg 1,993 pers.

comrn. ) .

Current sharp-tailed gtrouse (ie. both prairie and

plains sharp-tailed grouse) are limited to areas in the

Interlake, southwestern, and a very small portion of

southeastern Manitoba. Sharp-tailed grouse are produced on

about 2.0 mil-lion acres (809 ì7L6.6 ha) of Crown land

throughout Manitoba. WMÀ,'s comprise some key land which
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support sharp-tailed grouse populations, but only about

20O,OO0 acres ( 80t91-7.6 ha) are located in prime sharp-

tailed grouse range, ot are within IrJMÄ's designated for
sharp-tailed girouse management (Berger L992). Community

pastures, totalì-ing about 250,000 acres (101- ,2L4.6 ha) al-so

provide sharp-tailed g,rouse within the high population

density areas (Berger L992). Wildlife refuges, ecologrical

reserves, Provincial- and Federal parks do not support

significant populations of sharp-tailed grouse and data are

not available for sharp-tailed grouse populations within
native Indian Reserves (Berger 1992).

Before the 1960's, only noted information was availabl-e

on sharp-tailed grouse populations in Manitoba. It
suggested that sharp-tail-ed grouse hTere present in large

numbers on their present-day range (Berger L992). Province

wide surveys initiated in the 3-96O's, showed that sharp-

tailed grouse in Manitoba were not uniform in distribution.
Variations in habitat quality and quantity $/ere possibly the

main reason behind the differences. Today, management

efforts are devoted to analyzing sharp-tailed grouse

populations over the short-term. Various local population

trends between the 1960's and l-97O's are available. Over

the last 20 years however, sharp-tailed grouse populatj-on

data are very lirnited (Berger 1992).

1l_



2.2 ASPEN SUCCESSION AND ÍTABITÀT DEGRÄDÀTION

Loss or large scafe alterations to a species' habitat

may influence its numbers. Prairie sharp-tailed grouse have

been adversely affected by woody succession onto open

grassfand areas (Àmmann 1963). Populations may be

extirpated from areas altogether as a result of succession.

Succession occurs as seral communities replace one

another until a climax community is achieved (Barbour et aI.

t-980). Figure 3 shows the pathway of different types of

succession. The aspen parkland of Manitoba, in which NWMA

is located, is characterized by the occurrence of aspen as

both the dominant seral and climax tree species (Berger

1_e8e ) .

An aspen stand is very resilient. Vegetative growth

occurs through production of root suckers and seed; however

suckering is by far the most productive. when a stand of

aspen is killed by fire, broken by wind, girdled, defoliated

or harvested, and the dominance of the auxin hormone

produced by growing branch tips ceases, primordial root

tissues witl develop into suckers (Barbour et al. 1980).

Under favourable conditions this sucker regeneration often

exceeds 50rOO0 stems/ha, and may gro$J at a rate exceeding

 cm/d,ay, often reaching heights of I.2 to L.8 metres in the

I2
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first growing season (GuIIion 1986). Berger (IgBg) found

aspen regrowth in the NI^IMÄ to be 1. O to l-.5 metres in the

first growing season after mechanical- removal_.

Barbour et al-. (1_980) state that suckering production

and growth will continue as long as carbohydrate reserves

remain. However, if the reserves are exhausted by timely,
repeated destruction of suckers through continued browsing,

cutting, burning or herbicide application, suckering wiIl be

reduced (Barbour et al-. 1980). If periodic disruption is
not maintained, succession of a species, such as aspen, will
quickly encroach into grassland areas (Berger i_989). Moyles

(l-981) maintains that in east-central À]berta, aspen has

expanded into a grassland community as a result of
suppression of large-scal-e burning over the last IZ years.

Annual spring burning for 25-30 years in one area of Al_berta

eliminated few species, increased diversity of herbaceous

cover species, and maintained forest cover at about pre-

settlement level-s (10å); in unburned areas, aspen forest
cover increased frorn 5? in l94O to 68Z ín I97S (Anderson and

Bailey 1980).

Succession can have a negative affect on prairie sharp-

tailed grouse habitat and lek use. fn Wisconsin, Hamerstrom

et al. (1961-) noted that natural forest succession, fire
protection, pine plantations and modern farming methods have

decreased the extent of prairie sharp-tailed grouse habitat.
In Michigâr, sma11 isolated colonies of sharp-tailed grouse

1,4



disappeared in the late l-950's as a resul-t of encroachment

of woody cover into forest openings (Ammann 1963).

Furthermore, Miller and Graul (1980) believed prairie sharp-

tailed grouse range reductions vrere due to vegetative

succession (enhanced by fire suppression) in the lake

states, intensive grazing and aspen encroachment in Canada

and housing developments in Michigan. In Minnesota, Berg et

aI. (Ig87 ) ernphas ízed, that increased agriculture development

has resulted in the successj-on of grassland to cropland and

intensified fire suppression has resulted in the succession

of brushland to forest; therefore greatly reduced prairie

sharp-tailed grouse range in Minnesota. As a resul-t of this

habitat reduction, hunter harvests and prairie sharp-taited

grouse populations declined between I949-L986 to record lows

in Minnesota (Berg et al. L987).

These patterns of habitat loss and degradation are afso

evident in Manitoba, especiaì-ly in the south Interlake

region. Human intervention through fire suppression has

promoted aspen succession and decreased the attractiveness

of many areas for sharp-tailed grouse. According to Suggett

(L99I) grasslands in several Interlake WMÀ's have been

encroached on by woody growth, making them more attractive

to ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus), than for sharp-tailed

grouse. Berger and Baydack (L992) presented evidence that

in NIrIMÄ there appears to be an inverse relationship between

areas of aspen closed forest and areas of grasslands. From

l_5



L970 to 1986, the total number of l-eks within NI^IMÀ declined

from 12 to 5 which may correspond with the surrounding lek

area of closed aspen forest increasing by 4.Sï/year and

grassland decreasing by 4.5?/year (Berger and Baydack 7992).

In fact, between 1-965 and 1986, total area of closed aspen

forest increased by 36eo, open aspen forest increased by

2.52, girassland decreased by 37.52, shrubs increased by 2.32

and marsh decreased by L.7Z all in the irnmediate area of all
l-eks in the NI^IMA (Berger and Baydack 1992).

Caldwell- (L976) maintained that lek abandonment

occurred in the aspen parkland of Canada when there was less

than 582 of open grassland cover within 0.8 kilometres of a

lek centre. Suitable open grassland areas have to be

available for a lek site to be maintained. This is
critically important to a population's reproductive success

(Hamerstrom 1963, Pepper 1972, Berg et aI. L987, and Baydack

1e88 ) .

2.3 HÀBITÀT REQUIREII{ENTS

Prairie sharp-tailed grouse show habitat preferences

that satisfy required needs. Ammann (1957, L963),

Hamerstrorn (l-963), Evans (1968), Sexton (1979), Bergerud and

Gratson (l-988), Baydack (1988), and Berger (1989) all
emphasized that specific vegetative cover provides habitat
for mating displâys, nesting, feeding, space, water, escape

1,6



cover, and winter survival functions. Habitat managiement

should account for the seasonal and functional cover

preferences that certain complexes provide for prairie
sharp-tail-ed grouse.

Prairie sharp-tailed grouse have specific habitat
preferences. Figure 4 demonstrates their optimum vegetation

habitat preference. Moyì-es (1981-) and Swenson (1-985) note

that a mosaic of plant communities, particutarly grassland

with a shrub/forb mixture and open wooded areas are

preferred. These grassland areas may result from fire,
togging and rnining. Berg et al. (1987) indicate that once

woody vegetation becomes established over the grassland

area, the habitat will be of little value to sharp-tailed
grouse. According to Swenson (l-985) local migrations will
occur so birds can use preferred habitats. Pepper (1rg72)

emphasi-zes the importance of sizeable acreage of natural
grass-shrub vegetation to sharp-tailed grouse. This is
particularly important during the reproductive season.

Berger (1989) noted that the Prairie sharp-tailed grouse is
a species of prairie-forest transj-tion zones or parkJ-and,

and shows specific preference for different plant

communities at various times of the year.

2.3.L BREEDING HÀBITÀT

Ä lek, known also as a dancing ground or arena, is the

17
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centre of breeding activity where males congregate and court

to attract females (Berger l-989). Male sharp-tailed grouse

attend and display at leks for approximately 2 months in

spring and. approximately 2 months in fall; Beginning in

late August or early September, males begin reappearing on

dancing grounds for the morning display period. Attendance

at dancing grounds is erratic with males arriving about 1-5

minutes after sunrise and usually on clear, calm mornings.

This pattern continues through autumn, declines during the

winter, and begins again in early spring. However, about

the lst of April a marked change in behaviour is noted;

attendance becomes regular and arrival earlier (about 30

minutes before sunrise). Attendance and displaying

increases throughout April, peaks early May, and declines to

nil after the first week of June (Moy1es and Boag 19Bl-).

MaIe sharp-tailed grouse displays include dancing,

cooing, bowíng, and running parallel to each other (Figure

5). Females observing these displays, then move onto the

lek and choose a preferred mating partner. These

traditional areas, used year after year I are a key element

of the sharp-tailed grouse habitat complex (Berg et al-.

Le87).

Leks are usually found on open, grassy knolls or ridges

covered with sparse vegetation. Arnmann (L957 ) reports that

display grounds in Michigan are re]atively open, elevated

i-9
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sites having l-ow or sparse vegetation. In SaskatcheqTan,

Pepper (1972) concluded that leks rirere 0.8 to 4 km (0.5 to
2.5 niles) apart and often on the same location as those of
previous years. Leks rdere usually on a small knol-I or f lat
area providing a broad horizontal- view of the surroundings.

fn Manitoba, Baydack (1988) and Berger (1989) maintained

that l-eks were generally elevated (less than )-Z slope) with
a fl-at to undul-ating surrounding topography.

Rodgers (7992) suggested that in Kansas, artificial
Ieks hrere dominated by a short-grass area 3O-50 m in
diameter. Berg et al-. (1987 ) reported that a l-ek was 30-50

m and can be as large as O.4 ha (1.0 acre) of open area.

The lek site was located on the highest land that was at
Ieast L83-270 m from woody vegetation over 4 feet talÌ (Berg

et aI. I9B7). Baydack (1988) indicated that escape cover

was within 500 m and trees for perching within 400 m of each

lek. Thus, the key characteristics of a typical lek and its
surrounding area are: 1) unhindered visibility; 2) low

spring vegetation heights; 3) nearby escape cover (Iess than

500 rn avray) and; a) nearby female perching and nesting

sites.

A relationship exists between vegetative cover type,

density, and lek use. Berg et aI. (L987 ) states that if
woody vegetation adjacent to the lek grows and encroaches

into the open area, abandonment is inevitable. In

Saskatcher"ran, Pepper (I972) found that male attendance and

2I



their degree of activity appeared to be correlated with low

herbaceous cover characteristics (ie. increased visibility)
in the general vicinity of the lek. Leks were not found in
treed or shrubby areas because these vegetation forms

obstruct the wide horizontal- view required for rnating

activity (Pepper 1972).

Researchers have examined the amount of woody cover

that dancing sharp-tailed grouse will tolerate, with Ammann

(L957 ) reporting that woody cover rarely exceeded 3OZ of the

surface area of his Michigan leks. The sharp-tailed
grouse's intolerance to trees near the dancing ground was

also quantified by Berg (1981-) in his study of Minnesota

l-eks where he reported that average distance from the centre

of the dancing ground to dense brush was 2IO.3 metres and to
trees was 274.3 metres.

Availability of dancing grounds is important for
successfuì- management of sharp-tailed grouse. In Manitoba,

Berger (1989) stated that ideal- vegetative cover surrounding

l-eks be no more than 442 closed aspen forest, LsZ open aspen

forest, ât least 232 prairie and 1-5-I7e" shrub.

The literature describes an ideal- plot size for
recreated sharp-tailed grouse l-ek habitat. Berger (1989) in
Manitoba, created successful sharp-tailed grouse habitat of

varying sizes (3.28 hâ, 3.65 ha, 5.45 ha, 9.45 ha) and

recommended larger plots of a minimum of 10 ha in size and a

maximum of 20 ha in size be developed. He hypothesízed that

22



Iarger sites would attract more girouse. Ca1dwell (1-976)

suggested in his study that smal-ler l-eks r¡/ere vacated as a

resul-t of emigration to larger ones within o.7 krn. During

the mating season, large open grassland areas are important

to sharp-tailed grouse. Prairie girouse require large

acreage of grassland, íf maximum populations are to occur.

Land area on which a sharp-tailed grouse populatÍon is to be

managed should comprise at least 24 ha of grass and shrub

within 3,.6 km (1.0 mile) radius in order to attract breeding

mal-es (Pepper I972).

In summary, successful lek creation and management

depends on the proxirnity and quality of suitable vegetation,

escape cover, topography, open grassland areas and nesting

habitat. Suitabj-e open grassland areas have to be

maintained for sharp-tailed grouse to perform their breeding

functions. The lek and surrounding habitat are critically

important for the breeding success of the population

(Hamerstrom 1963, Pepper 1972, Berg et al. 1987, Baydack

l-988, Berger 1-989).

2.3.2 NESTING ÀND BROOD-REARING IIÄBITÀT

The lek provides habitat for part of the breeding

function. Successful reproduction also requires appropriate

nesting and brood-rearing habitat within close proximity of

the lek. As spring progresses forest habítat is used less

23



by femal_es. Figure 6 shows the daily use of habitat types

by females during pre-incubation at NltiMÀ (Sexton 1979).

Femafes made greatest use of open habitats (grass and grass-

shrub) during the morning and evening. From mid-morning to

Iate afternoon habitat types with a greater portion of woody

species vlere used.

The femal-e sharp-tailed grouse will usually nest within

0.5 mile (0.8 km) of a dancing ground in dense grass or low

brush cover (Berg et a]. L987). Most sharp-tailed grouse

nests are either under Some overhead cover, such as a shrub

or tree or within a few feet of such cover (Evans l-968).

Nests are found close to a source of seed.s, buds and berries

since hens usually feed close to the nest site (Evans 1968).

Thus, females select areas according to their requirements

and move to areas that will satisfy these needs.

Dixon (I97g) suggested that in Manitoba, sharp-tailed

qrouse select nesting sites with a moderately open overstory

of woody vegetation and a dense understorey of dead grass

and herbaceous cover. Kirsch and Kruse (L973) also

suggested that hens nesting in North Dakota, in a given

habitat type, $7ere usually surrounded by additional

vegetation of the same type in North Dakota. Sexton (1979)

found that in the NWMÀ, Ll out of 14 nests were in grass-

shrub habitat. Pepper (L972) found 81å of nests in low

shrub cover. Suggett (1991-) maintains grassland cover is

preferred in Manitoba for nesting and brushy or woody sites

24
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are onÌy used where g,rassland cover is unavailable. Thus,

close proximity to the Iek, dense grass or low brush cover,

proxirnity to food and availability of overhead cover are key

elements of good sharp-tailed grouse nesting habitat.
Females with broods frequent grassland and

grassland-Iow shrub transition zones (Moy1es i.981 ) . Evans

(I96e) determined that 652 of sharp-tailed grouse broods

occupied mixed grass and shrub cornmunities. f n l,iisconsin,

802 of prairie sharp-taited grouse observations occurred. in
mixtures of grass and widely scattered trees or clumps of

brush, cultivated lands or grasslands (Hamerstrom l-963).

Sexton (1-979) found that brood-rearing females in NITIMA

sel-ected grassland or grassland shrub areas (Figure 7).

This habitat type, used extensively by broods and females,

contains a variety of grasses, forbs, and shrubs, and

provides broods with food and cover. Forest habitat was

used only 2OZ of the tirne while brood rearing in the NWMÀ.

Habitat sel-ection by brood-rearing females may be

related to food preferences by broods. Shrubs seem to be a

far more important part of brood habitat than trees and this
seems to be related to food availability (Hamerstrom 1963 ) .

Forbs support a more varied insect fauna than grasses and

provide shade and water (in plant tissue or via dew) for
chicks (Berger 1989). According to Hamerstrom (l-963) there

is no precise blueprint for ideal sharp-tailed grouse brood-

rearing habitat.
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succession can impact nesti-ng cover and. reks resulting
in a shift of nesting efforts to other areas. Females have

been known to nest and to raise broods in areas of adequate

habitat surrounding other existing leks. According to
Cal-dwell (1976), females carry out this behaviour to
maintain the population. Furthermore, males

frorn the broods may become associated with that particurar
lek and thus sustain the hierarchy of the mare popuration.

This yearry recruitment of mares is important to popuration

maintenance and continued use of traditional leks.

Broodless females used forest and shrub habitat
extensively, but seldom used grasslands (Sexton LgTg).

Figure I demonstrates the habitat used by broodless femares

at NWMA (sexton L979). The difference between habitats used

by brooding and broodl-ess femal-es are related to differences
in their food requirements. Broodless femal-es meet their
food and cover requirements in relativery dense cover and

rarely use open areas, whereas brooding females must meet

the changing requirements of the young as wel_l as

themselves, resulting in a more variable habitat use pattern
(Sexton 1979, Caldwell 1976, pepper L972).

2.3.3 WINTERING TIÀBITAT

The winter season

sharp-tailed qrouse.

is an important time of year for
Bergerud and Gratson (1988) suggested
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that 4O-5Oe" of sharp-taÍled grouse die between Àugust and

the next spring ( juvenile mortality: SO-7Oe"; adult
mortality: 40-55U ). Some species of grouse are relativeJ_y

secure over winter; for example spruce grouse in Alberta do

werl in coniferous cover and white-tailed ptarmigan survive
well in tall willows (Braun L969, Keppie T979). However,

many other species of grouse inhabit less secure cover, and.

are preyed upon by more effective predators and, as a
result, suffer hiqh winter losses.

The grouse's major tactic to escape detection by

predators is to move to cover. As winter weather conditions
reduce the availabitity of food and. cover in open grassland

vegetation, sharp-tailed grouse are normally forced to move

to forested or marshy habitats to satisfy daily enerqy and

cover needs (Gregg 1987, Bergerud 19BB). Bergerud (j-988)

suggested that prairie sharp-tailed grouse and sage grouse

use shrubs for winter cover, snow burrow, and take

advantages of large flocks.
Areas with trees and/or small shrubs are preferred by

sharp-tailed grouse for food and escape cover j-n western

Idaho during sno\^r covered periods (Marks and Marks 1988).

When snow is deep and grain becomes unavailable, sharp-

tailed grouse prefer the catkins, twigs, and buds of trees
such as paper birch, aspen, Juneberry, hazel_, and bog birch,
as well as the fruit of mountain ash, sumac, common juniper,

rose, and black chokecherry. Of al-l- these, the buds and
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catkins of birch and aspen are most important. Sexton

(L979) reported that winter habitat at Nt{MÄ are a shrub-

forest complex used for cover, with aspen tree buds and

catkins used for food. Thus the availability of grain or

native food sources in the form of fruiting shrubs or

deciduous trees is an important component of winter habitat.

2.4 PRÀTRIE SHÄRP-TATLED GROUSE TIABTTÀT I{A}IÀGEIIIENT

TECHNIQUES

fn the face of vegetative succession, prairie

sharp-tailed grouse habitat can be maintained or restored

through habitat manipulation. The use of a specific
manipulation technique depends upon many factors such as

desired management ob jectives, f inancial and manpor^Jer

availability, and environmental regulations governing

techniques to be used.

Sharp-tailed grouse thrive in open grassì-and

interspersed between brushland. These qpen grassland areas

provide clear horizontal visibility free of vegetative

obstruction. Sharp-tailed grouse require this vegetative

condition during the spring in order to satisfy their
breeding requirements. Therefore, these open areas should

be kept free of woody vegetation, especially trernbling

aspen.

There are many habitat management techniques that can
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be used to maintain or restore this open grassland habitat.
Mechanicar removal of unwanted vegetation is a technique

used by resource manaqers for vegetation management.

Shearblading and/or mowing has been used by eì-ectrical_

utilities across North America to rnaintain a low vegetative
community along hydro erectric line rights-of-way (Manitoba

Hydro, L992).

These same treatments have been incorporated into
wildlife management to carry out vegetative management

objectives. For example, Berger (l-989) used a mechanical

technique for the treatment of aspen which had moved onto

open grassland sharp-tailed grouse habitat in NWMA.

Mechanical winter butldozínq removed aspen cover forrowed by

summer mowing removing aspen regrowth. Two years of summer

(mid Àugust) mowing reduced aspen encroachment. À,fter

initial bulldozing and second year of mowing, mowing was

recommended to be carried-out every third year to keep aspen

encroachment in check (Berger 1989, Manitoba Hydro l-gg2).

According to Berg et aI. (1987), where burning is not

feasible, mechanical shearing, and to a lesser extent

herbicides, are used in Minnesota to rejuvenate grass-

brushland habitat. Brush clearing techniques (ie.
bulldozing and mowing) are very expensive and time consuming

(Baydack et aI. 1,988). However, when conditions do not

permit use of other more economical techniques, bulldozing

and mowing are effective alternatives.
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Even when conditions do exist for more economic

alternatives, bulÌdozing may be the only feasibl-e means to

initiatly clear woody covered areas. Fire, grazíng, and

herbicide top kill vegetation, but can not remove it.

Therefore, fire, grazíng, and herbicide may only be useful

as a secondary treatment after the initial- bulldozing has

occurred.

rf maintaining active leks is a management objective,

then mowing, fire, grazing, and herbicide can be a useful

vegetation management tool to control woody (aspen)

encroachment into open qrassland areas. Tiining and

frequency of treatment application wil-l vary and be

dependent on various site environmental factors such as

precipitation, soil type and moisture, temperature, site

topography, and vegetation type and its proximity to site

(Wright and Bailey L982). The ultimate choice of treatment

however, should depend upon cost effectiveness.

Herbicides have been used as a vegetation management

technique by resource managers since the early l-950's

(Manitoba Hyd.ro, 1-992). Herbicide, top kilts the above

ground parts of vegetation, but does not remove it.

Therefore, herbicides are usuatly used in association with

an initial vegetation removal technique. Àccording to Wayne

ortiz (7993 pers. comm. ), after two years of herbicide,

repeat apptications are necessary every five years to ensure

woody vegetation control.
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There are various methods of herbicide application

which provide selective (ie. stump or basal application) or

blanket (ie. foliage application) control of vegetation.

The specific herbicide application method used ultimately
depends on the vegetation management objectives.

Herbicídes are a useful tool- in aspen management.

Aspen should be treated at the peak of the growing season

(ie. June-August) when nutrient reserves are in the green

portions of the tree (Brinkrnan and Roe 1975). The root

system wiII die off during winter, which will prevent later
suckering.

Selective control of woody vegetation encroachment on

sharp-tailed grouse open lek habitat is a management goal in
NWMÀ. Many have used herbicides to control woody

encroachment into wildlife openings. McCaffery et aI.
(I974) in Wisconsin used Picloram pellets (Tordon 10I{) to

selectively control unwanted aspen in wildlife openings.

The pel-Iets \,/ere found to be more convenient, economical,

and effective than mechanical and liquid herbicide

application. Bovey et aI. (1972) and McCaffery et al.
(L974) noted that Picloram effectively killed aspen after
two years of application and no ner¡r aspen suckering

occurred.

Two consecutive yearty applications of 2,4-D and 2,4-D

plus 2,4,5-T aE .45 kg/ha gave good control of aspen

encroachment for a 5 year period in the Aspen Parkl-and of
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Saskatchel¡;an (Bowes I975). In addiLion, Boules (1975) noted

that after two years a 90-952 reduction of aspen

regeneration was provided. Further, effective control of

suckerj-ng for at least 5 years was also provided.

In summary, herbicj-de, due to its environmental affects

and public perception, is not used as much today as in the

past. However, herbicides are effective at woody vegetation

control. rts application usually requires repeated

treatment within 5 years for woody vegetation control

(Manitoba Hydro 1-992). The use of herbicide should

therefore be selective, environmentally sound, and usually

requires some other initial or subsequent vegetation removal

treatment.

Another vegetation control technique which is very much

misunderstood by society (ie. general public and

professionals) is prescribed burning. Fire can be used to

remove unwanted vegetation and promote a desired vegetative

conmunity. Fire top kitls vegetation, but does not remove

the suckering root system. For example, the 1-989 forest

fires in Manitoba killed a great deal of woody vegetation,

but left the vegetation standing. Therefore, the use of

fire should be considered as a secondary treatment. That

is, some other initial treatment such as mechanical removal

shoul-d be applied to remove large unwanted vegetation.

Then, fire can be apptied as a vegetation management

technique. However, a lower growing vegetation community
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can be effectively maintained by fire without the initial
mechanicar removar of vegetation (Kirsch and Kruse rg73 |

Wright and Bail-ey 1982, Owensby t_984).

Saskatchevran, Manitoba, Minnesota, ú'lisconsin, and

Michigan have adopted the use of prescribed fire as part of
their management of sharp-tailed grouse habiLat. Berg et
al. (L987) suggested periodic prescribed burning of tal1
brush and woody growth as the most economical and efficient
way to control brushland, and to maintain and improve

sharp-tailed grouse habitat. In Michigan, Ammann (1963)

reported positive management measures on sharp-taired grouse

habitat by burning 2,8Ls ha and noted that fire and rek use

by males was related. Sexton and GÍllespie (J,979) also

found that at NIrIMÀ, burning a traditionar but abandoned lek
site, revitarized its use. sexton and Gillespie (rg7g) arso

noted continued use of burned lek areas, the day after the

burn, suggesting burning and mowing had no adverse affects
on the use of dancing grounds.

Kirsch and Kruse (1,973) found two to three times as

many nests on spring burned areas compared to unburned areas

in North Dakota. Depending on the amount of woody growth,

areas should be burned once every 5 to 7 years (Berg et al.
L987). Berger (1989) also recommended a prescrj_bed burn

every three to five years for grouse habitat at NVíMÀ. Vogl-

(1'965) rnaintained that burns are required every z-3 years in
Minnesota; 2-3 years in Ïllinois; and 4-5 years in North
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Dakota. However, soil type and depth, temperature,

vegetation, and cl-imate have to be taken into consideration

before initiating a burn. Table 2.I provides recommended

prescribed burning guidelines for grassland, shrub and aspen

in the Northern Great P1ains and aspen Parkland of Canada.

Fire affects vegetation in different ways. One of the

simplest and least expensive practices to improve poor

quality grassland is prescribed burning. The costs of a

prescribed burn are rel-ated to equipment and manpobrer

requirements, and the size of the burn area. Costs and work

hours per unit of effort are high for fires of less than 4

ha but r¡¡ere essentialì-y the same for larger burns of L6 ha

to 113 ha (Higgins et al-. 1989). Grass species actively
growing when an area is burned are much more susceptible to
injury or death than dormant species or those just

initiating growth (Higgins et al-. 1986). Bailey and

Anderson (7978) found a complex relationship exists between

prescribed fire and plains rough fescue in the aspen

Parklands of central A1berta. The first growing season,

after earl-y spring burning, significant changes in ptant

communities occurred. Spring burns reduced cool season

grass and increased warm season grass yields. Spring

burning also increased the cover and frequency of most forbs
(Anderson and Bailey 1980).

Summer burns resul-ted in a change in plant communities

the fol-lowing year. According to Anderson and Bailey (l-980)
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Tabl-e 2.I: Prescr ibeci burning guidelirres in the
Northern Great plains and dspen
Parklancl in Canada ( Bai 1ey and Wr ight
1982).

Vegetatlon Hln. Temp.
( Cels Ius )

t{ind Speed
( km,/hr )

Hax Rel.
Humid i ty

Drying
Days

Grass land 7 deq¡ ees 3.2 - 19.3 55t 1

S hr ub Iand L3 deq¡ees 3.2 - 19.3 50t 4

Àspen
For es t

15 - 18
degrees

6.4 - 19.3 30-40t 10-14
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and Wright and Bailey (i-982), summer burns reduced warm

season grass and increased cool season yields the following
year. Summer burns also affect woody vegetation by actively
reducing following year vigour (Wright and Bal-Iey 1-982).

Shrubs and trees react to burns differently. If fire
occurs before active shrub growth, ân increase of shrub

growth results. Spring burns usually increase sprouting and

fall burns promote a taller regrowth next year. To cut back

shrub growth, several summer burns are required over a 3-5

year cycle (Wright and Bailey L982).

Trees, specifically aspen, will be either enhanced or

inhibited by fire, depending on the timing and frequency of

burns. Aspen are most susceptible to serious damage in
early to mid-summer when carbohydrate leve1s are lowest.

Early spring before leaf out, autumn or winter burns, when

reserves are relatively high, results in a vigorous

sprouting response (Higgins et al. l-989). Therefore, to

control aspen growth, frequent laLe spring burns combined

with other treatments such as mowing or herbicide during

July through August, can effectively maintain open grassland

areas free of aspen (Vüright and Bailey 1-982).

Besides aspen, other species that sprout in great

numbers after fire incl-ude western snowberry (Synphoricarpos

occidentalis), willow (Salix sp. ), roses (Rosa sp. ), wild
raspberry (Rubus idaeus), saskatoon (Àrnelanchier atnifolia),
mountain maple (Acer glabrum), hazel (Corvlus sp. ), alder
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(Àlnus sp. ), wild gooseberry (Ribes sp. ), bearberry
(Arctostaphlus uva-ursi), serviceberry (Amelanchier sp. ),
and cherries (Prunus sp. ) (ú,lright and Bai1ey 1-g}z). The

herb component of the understorey changes significantty
after a fire; pioneer species such as thistl-e and goldenrod

are the first to colonize the clearings (Daubenmire rg47).

Ferns, blueberries and grasses (poa, Festuca, Stipa, and

Agrostis spp. ) invade the clearings soon after pioneer

species by vegetative sprouting or suckeri_ng, and viable
seed buried in the soil- (Johnson l_981).

Suppression of fire has led to forest invasion of
grasslands within NIrIMA. The principal woody invader is
trernbling aspen, which, in the absence of fire or other

disturbance, will actively encroach into grasslands. where

moisture is sufficient, trembling aspen will_ eventually
develop dense forest stands, thereby replacing the grassrand

species (Patidwor 1990). According to Kirsch and Kruse

(3'973) there exists enough basic information to use fire as

an effective management tool for controrJ-ing woody species

and maintaining good quality sharp-tailed grouse habitat.
Many have researched the use of grazing techniques in

controll-ing aspen encroachment onto open grassland areas.

Grazing has been applied as a second.ary or maintenance

treatrnent in controlling aspen encroachment. rn addition,
before implementing the use of grazing its effects on other

wildlife species (ie. during nesting), its financial_ cost,
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and the avairability of a water suppry must be considered.

However, with these factors considered, many have found that
grazing is a successful- sharp-tailed grouse habitat
management tool.

A technique suggested by Berg et aI. (tgBT ) was use of
light to moderate grazing of brush or woodland on a

rotational basis between June 15 September 15. Grazing

wourd help control natural succession and maintain the open

habitat required by sharp-tailed grouse. Bailey (t_986) and

Bail-ey and Fitzgerald (1990) reported that after burning

aspen in central Alberta, short duration, heavy grazíng in
early June and late August was an effective, economical_

sharp-tailed grouse habitat improvement tool. The first
rotation is six weeks after the spring burn (early June) and

Iasts ten days, then the area is rested for forty days

followed by another seven days of grazing in early Äugust.

stocking is heavy and brush decrines dramaticalÌy after two

years of this practice. FíEzgeral_d and Bailey (1984)

suggested heavy grazing by sheep or cattle may be an

effective l-ow cost control measure, especially where logs,

stumps, and rocks inhibit mechanical operation.

However, in order for grazing to be an effectíve
vegetation management technique for use in sharp-tailed
girouse habitat management, many factors need to be

considered. Firstly, the tirning and intensity of the

grazing treatment rnay cause more harm than good. waterfowr
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and upland game bird species actively nesting or using the

area for cover can be affected during the grazing period

(Dornfe1d and Doty 1989). Wildlife managers should weigh

the cost of benefitting one species over the loss to others.

Next, in order for grazing to be effective, water

sources must be in close proximity. Water sources are

important to grazing cattle as well as to sheep and goats

(George Bonnefoy 1993 pers. comm. ). In NI¡IMA, a consistent

water supply is limited, and the cost of creating a water

source may not be warrantted.

Finally, sharp-tailed grouse habitat located on large

expanses of rangeland in Alberta and I'{innesota have been

successfully improved with grazing. In NWM.A, larqe areas

for grazing and sharp-tailed grouse use are not available,

resulting in sharp-tailed grouse lek habitat that is very

much smaller in size. Therefore, problems arise with water

supply and land availability, and detrimental affects of

grazing on other wildtife species. Wildlife managers must

take these factors into consideration before implementing a

grazing technique for aspen encroachment control.

Sharp-tailed grouse habitat management can benefit from

the use of treatment combinations. Which treatments to use

or combine will depend upon management objectives, financial

and manpoh¡er availability, site topography, and regulations

on use of technique in area.

If the objective is to recreate sharp-tailed grouse
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habitat, âD initial mechanical (bulldozing) treatment wilI

be required for aspen removal, followed by a secondary

treatment. This lek site recreation will- undoubtedly be

expensive. However, if the objective is to maintain

existing sharp-tailed grouse tek habítat, then the initial

mechanical treatment is not required, thereby reducing cost

considerably. If an area has tost significant sharp-tailed

qrouse habitat, initial cost of recreating habitat is

expensive in the short-term, however long-term maintenance

cost of developed habitat will be reduced, because no nel¡7

habitat witl be required to be created.

Many treatment combinations have been successful in

vegetation management. Berger (1989) in NVüMÀ was successful

at recreating sharp-tailed qrouse lek sítes by using a

mechanical combination of winter bulldozing and late summer

mowing. The treatment was costly, but was the only

alternative available.

Spring burning and summer herbicide application has

been used to successfully reduce aspen encroachment onto

open grassland areas in the aspen parkland of ÀIberta (Noval

and Leroh1 1986, Bailey and Ànderson L979, Bailey et al.

l-985). All found approximately 81å of aspen regeneration to

be dead by the third year after burn and spray treatment.

Fitzgerald et al. (1986) and Bailey et aI. (1-990) found

spring burning followed by short duration, heavy grazinq in

June and August, successfully controlled aspen invasion onto
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open rangelands in the aspen parkland of Alberta.

In all technique combinations, factors such as

financial and manpo\^Ier availability, site topography,

effects on other witdlife species, and environmental

regulations in the area should be taken into consideration

before implementation of any treatment.

2.4.1 COST OF HÀBITAT I.IÀNTPIILATION fREÀTlrtENTS

The type and amount of vegetation to be control-led

usually determines what treatment is needed. However, other

factors such as financial and manpobler availability, and

environmental regulations in the area are equally important.

Table 2.2 outlines the costs of habitat manipulation

treatments in 1-993 dollar values over a 20 year management

period for NI¡7M4. Costs are based on a 2O ha- plot size.

Àctua1 costs will decrease with an increase in plot size.

Costs listed in Table 2.2 are associated with sharp-

tailed grouse lek site recreation. ÀII treatments have an

initial mechanical bulldozing treatment followed by a

secondary maintenance treatment. Bulldozing is a one tirne

treatment costing $191.00/ha, which includes bulldozer (D8F

Cat with Romex shearblade) rental, labour, taxes, and fuel

cost (G & L Construction 1993 pers. comm.). Secondary

treatments vary in tirning and frequency of application

throughout the 20 year management period. Timing and
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lable 2.2. Cost and type of aspen management teehntques
for use ln the Aspen parkland of Hanltoba.
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frequency of treatment apprication fol-tows reviewed

Iiterature recommendations for NI¡IMA.

Mowing cost of g8l-.oo/ha includes tractor and mower (4

foot rotary movTer) rental, rabour, fuel, and taxes. Mowing

cost in subsequent years rnay be reduced because less effort
will be required as increased controt of encroached aspen is
achieved.

Prescribed burning costs of g9.oo/ha includes rabour,
supplies, fire guarding, equipment check, taxes, and phone

call-s (Kent whatey ]-993 pers. comm. ). cost does not inctude
travel rnileage.

Herbicide cost of 5Tg.oo/ha includes application
equipment (Big À Terragator) rental, herbicide, labour,
fuel, travel mileage, and taxes (À & M soil service 1993

pers. cornm.). Aerial and ground. herbicide application were

equal in cost.

Grazing cost was assumed at ç423. oO/ha of conventional
barbed wire fencing. Fencing vras a one time cost and

included rabour, supplies, and custom work. Maintenance

cost of $52.oo/ha of fencing was assumed and inctuded labour
and materiar repairs. More economícal fencing such as

electrical fencing could be used with a capital and

operating cost of $i-7B.oo/ha and annual operating and

maintenance cost of Çzz.oo/ha (Manitoba Àgricurture rgg2) .

costs in Tabre 2.2 assume that the landowner pays a
grazing fee of $0.3j/cow/d,ay for 10 cows/ha of land grazed
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twice over/year (Manitoba Agriculture tggz). The grazing

charge to the l-andowner of ç4z.oo/year wourd approximatery

cover annual maintenance and operational costs of the fence

(Table 2.2). capital cost of the land was not accounted for
in Table 2.2.

If maintaining existing sharp-taited grouse 1ek

habitat, the initial treatment and cost of mechanical

burldozing can be elirninated, thereby reducing management

costs considerably. For example, if burning existing lek
habitat is a management objective, the cost would be

$9.00/ha every third year. Since most sharp-tailed grouse

Ieks in NWMÀ are approximately 4 ha, the cost every three
years woul_d be $:0. oo or ç252. Oo/lek site over a zo year

period.

Table 2.2 offers a cookbook approach to sharp-tailed.
grouse habitat management techniques. Treatment timing and

frequency are recommended for vegetative communities in the

aspen parkland of Manitoba. Grazing treatment as a
management tool for use in NWMÀ is not recommended due to
large areas of land and water supply being unavairable, and

its possible detrimental affects on other wildrife species

in the area. rn summary, use of a specific treatment shourd

consider manpower and financial availability and regutations
on treatment use in area.
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2. 4.2 HÀBITAT UÀNfPIILATION IIIÀNÀGEI'IENT FOR SIIÀRP-TÀILED

GROUSE

Management guidelines for sharp-taíled grouse habitat

manipulation have been devel-oped by many researchers. These

assumptions are organized into the following 4 guidelines.

Firstly, the creation of a lek should be done on a

historical lek area or an area of known sharp-tailed grouse

activity (Berger 1989, Rogers 1,992). Manipulation should

create an area that resembles a historical lek. The lek

site should have hiqh visibility (ie. 7o-looï) from lek

centre to at l-east 100 metres a$7ay (Jones 1968, Baydack

1988). Vegetative cover should be maintained at low heights

(ie. <10 cm) to enable males to display and females to

observe (Baydack 1988). In addition, vegetative cover

within a l-00 metres from lek centre should be dorninated by a

native grass/forb/bare ground cover complex.

Second1y, visibility should be maintained at 7O-100å to

100 metres ahray and decreased to 30-60å at distances greater

than 100 metres ahray from lek centre in order to satisfy

escape/feeding cover (Jones 1968).

Next, visibility greater than 200 metres aÌ^¡ay from lek

centre should be low and cover type should indicate a

shrub/tree or dominant tree vegetative complex.

Finally, re-establishing a grouse population to

historical areas may require the use of grouse vocal-ization
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recordings and decoys to attract the bírds (Rogers L992).

These habitat management guidel-ines should concentrate on

areas within 2OO metres of the Iek centre (Berg et aI. 1987,

Berg L99O, Bergier 1989).
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CHÀPTER 3

DESCRTPTION OF NÀRCTSSE liIUÀ

3. ]. INTRODUCTTON

The study area (Figure 9) $ras the Narcisse Wild1ife

Management Àrea (NWMA) in the south Interlake region of

Manitoba, approximately 120 k¡r north of Vüinnipeg near the

town of Chatfield (50" 47tN, 97" 34'W). The area comprises

al-most L2,OOO ha of land designated for management of big

game, upland game birds and furbearers as wel-l- as

consumptive and non-consumptive recreational use (Dixon

1,979). The area is cl-assif ied an Aspen-parkland community

(Bossenmaier and VogeI 1,974).

3.1.1 PHYSIOGRÄPHY

The central Interlake is a relaLively flat remnant

basin of glacial Lake Agassiz (V'ieir 1983). The study area

lies along the central ridge portion of the region with the

Iand sloping gently east and west towards Lakes Winnipeg and

Manitoba, respectively. Lying across the general direction
of the Iandfal1 is a ridge and swale topography orientated

in a north-west and south-east direction resulting in poor

drainage (Sexton L979).

The area is home to many wildlife species, notably e1k
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(Cervus canadensis), white-tailed deer (Odocoileus

virgiunianus), coyote (Canis latrans), snowshoe hare (Lepus

americanus), red fox (Vulpes vulpes), a variety of raptors

and waterfowl, red-sided garter snake (Thamnophis sirtalis
parietalis), ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbell-us) and

sharp-tailed girouse. Sexton (1979) and Berger (1989)

provided a list of common avian and mammalian species found

in the NhIMA (Appendix A).

Past studies in the area include research on white-

tailed deer (Collins L974), ruffed grouse (Rusch et al.
1976, 1978) , sharp-tailed grouse (McKay and Carmicheal L9T0,

Sexton and Gillespie L979, Sexton 1979, Berger 1989, Berger

and Baydack 1-992) and habitat napping using remote sensing

(Dixon and Sexton L97B). Present studies include research

on red-sided garter snakes, snowshoe hares, and sharp-tailed
grouse.

Sexton (7979) and Berger (1989) provided a tist of

plant species commonly found in NúVMA, with the doninant tree

species being trembling aspen. Other common tree species,

shrubs, forbs and grasses found are listed in Appendix B.

3.1.2 CLII¡IATE

The clirnate in this part of Manitoba is classified as

sub-hurnid continental (Weir, 1983). Average annual

precipitation, which includes both rain and snow, is between
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457-2 mm - 508.0 mm. The average summer temperature is
18.9" cersius with winter temperatures falling between

-I7.8" to -25.9 celsius. Throughout the area, winds blow

predominantry from the northwest with variations in wind

directions occurring in spring and summer (t{eir, 1983).

3. ]..3 GEOLOGY AND SOILS

The underlying bedrock of the region is Silurian
dolomitic limestone of the rnterl-ake Group (Bai11ie j-951).

Near chatfield, exposed outcrops have been assigned to the

rnwood formation (weir 1983 ) . À surface mantl-e of water-
modified glacial till covers the bedrock (Sexton l,g7g).

soil- coverage is thin and stony on ridge tops and thicker in
swal-es.

Near Chatfield soil types have been assigned to the

Garson association and consist of grey wooded, dark grey,

peaty meadow and half bog soils (Weir l_983 ) . Soils are

generally thin (B-30 cm), stony, high in lirne content and

imperfectly drained.

3.L.4 RECREATIONAL USE OF NIiIT,TA

Visitors use NI,fMÄ to satisf y various needs. EasiIy
accessíbIe trails allow híking, cross-country skiing, and

horseback riding. NI^IMÀ offers naturalists and
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recreationalists an opportunity for bird watching, or an

occasional glirnpse of an elk, white-tailed deer or a grouse.

In addition, NIrIMA's red-sided garter snake hibernacula are

an international attraction that provides visitors with an

opportunity to observe the unique mating rituals. In

summary, NI^IMA provides a wide variety of outdoor

recreational opportunities .

3.]-.5 NI{IÍ,A: LÀND USE ÀND VEGETATION

Agricultural settlement of the Narcisse-Chatfield area

occurred in the early l-900's. Settlement resulted in
establishment of livestock orientated subsistence farms.

Few sharp-tailed grouse hrere present in the area prior to

settlement (Berger 1989). Land development for agricultural
production, and harvest of trees for lumber and fuel wood

intensified as settlement increased. Occurrence of fire and

clearing of land changed the area from coniferous forest and

aspen into prirnarily an Äspen parkland (Berger 1-989). With

chronic agricultural production problems because of

stoniness, l-ow fertility and general droughtiness of soils,
few viable economic farm units remained by 1968 (Dixon

LeTe) .

In 7963, the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Àdministration

(PFRA) community pasture r¡ras established in the area. In

1965, 1-3,260 acres (5,300 ha) r¡rere opened to cattle grazing.
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Tlne qrazing had a positive affect on sharp-tailed grouse

since it opened up vast areas and created and maintained

grassland habitat (Berger 1989).

Habitat improvement projects focusing on enhancing

white-tailed deer habitat in NhIMÀ were initiated in L972.

The projects involved clearing and discing trails, seeding

old fields and establishing 34o ha of forage consisting of

alfal-fa (Medicago sativa), Alsike clover (Trifol-ium

hvbridum) and wheatgrass (Agropyron spp. ) (Dixon f979).

With the increase of grassland habitat, the area was

enhanced for sharp-tailed grouse.

other habitat improvement projects vilere carried out in

L972. Two blocks of land \¡rere designated as sharp-tailed

grouse management areas and prescribed burns I¡tere conducted

in spring L972. The first burn (25o ha) was conducted

approximately 4 km south of Chatfield. The fire enhanced

sharp-tailed g'rouse habitat as it burned over leks 8,9,10,1-l-

and L2 (sec. 3.2). The second burn occurred 3 km west of

Chatfield and north of PR 419, and burned over lek 13

(Berger 1989). Other fires, either prescribed or

accidental, burned in the area between 1'967 and l-989.

Between 1900 and 1968, cultivation of small acreagie,

clearing land and wild fires vrere the major cause of habitat

change in NWM.A. This change kept the grassland relatively

free of aspen and resulted in a habitat complex likeIy ideal

for the prairie sharp-taited grouse population around the
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NI^TMA from the earJ-y to mid-1900's (Berger 1999).

Since the early 7-97Ots, open grassland areas in NI^IMA

have become cl-osed in by aspen encroachment. Àbandonment of

farm units and fire suppression have resulted in loss or

degradation of sharp-Lailed girouse habitat in the area.

Vegetation succession of the aspen parkland is progressing

towards an aspen climax community (Bird 796L) which does not

favour sharp-tailed grouse populations.

In NVüM.A, Berger and Baydack (Igg2) found aspen cover

increased by 8IZ and prairie decreased by 8IZ, since the

L97O's, on abandoned ]eks. Berger also found aspen

encroachment in NI¡üMÄ, to be I.8Z per year on active leks.

Once aspen cover began to increase from 44eo to 56e" the lek

began to present signs of abandonment (Dixon L979, Berger

and Baydack 7992). Furthermore, any vegetation change

resulting in a greater than 56eo aspen cover on a J-ek site,
resulted in sharp-tailed grouse abandoning a lek.

Loss of sharp-tailed grouse habitat through vegetation

change in NWMA is a problem that should be addressed if
sharp-tailed grouse populations are to be maintained.

Development of habitat management guidelines to control

aspen encroachment and maintain open grassland habitat
should provide sharp-tail-ed grouse with the required habitat
complexes to satisfy their breeding and cover needs.
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3.2 LOCÀTTON OF LEKS WTTHÏN N!iI}IÀ

rdentification and validation of l-eks and sharp-tailed

grouse dancing ground numbers in NIVMÀ l^Iere carried-out

through literature reviews and personal communications.

During spring 1990, I99I and L992, Iek identification and

Iek attendance counting $Jere carried out using techniques

developed by Cannon and Knopf (1981). Lek identification

and attendance counts vJere also carried out on known leks

within NI^IMÀ. Lek attendance I^Ias established by observing

bird activity or evidence of display, ie. trampled

vegetation, droppings and or feathers. Comparison of

findings to that of Sexton (L979) and Berger (l-989) was

conducted, with leks in the NI^IMA categorized as

historical/abandoned, stable or newly developed (Figure 10).

Distances between ]eks \^rere measured during l-990 and

1,99L. Distances between active leks ranged from 1- to 6 krn ,

with average distance calculated at 3.4 km. Distances

between historical leks ranged from 0.5 to l-.5 kn. The loss

or decline of male and female attendance on and/or

surrounding a lek was considered to be a useful tool for

measuring habitat quality on or near the lek.

3.2.1 DESCRIPTTON OF LEKS WITHÏN NIiII¡TA

During spring 1990 and L99I, lek reconnaissance
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was carried out !'üithin NI,VMA to monitor grouse attendance on

and in close proximity to leks. From 1999 j,ggr, the totar
number of active feks within NI^IMÀ increased to six (active
leks #I ,1,L tI7 ,IB ,L9 t2O Figure 10 ) . The increase was due

to activity on historícal rek #tz. Lek #tz is rocated

northwest of chatfield and was found to have 3-5 mal-es

dispraying during 1990 and Lggi-. rn rggr, 2 f emales $¡ere

sighted perched in nearby tress observing the dispray of
males on the l-ek. However, in spring j,992 no grouse

activity was observed on lek #tZ. In addition, Leks #tt and

#2O were abandoned in I9gZ, resulting in a decline to 3

active leks in NI¡IMÄ.

À description of the 3 active leks (#t,tS,tO¡ and two

abandoned (#tt,ZO7 leks, located and verified within NWMA

forrows. Lek #t is located on a perennial forage fietd. rn

1989, the lek had 6-13 males displaying (Berger 1999).

During spring 1990 and L99L, 6-l-0 males were observed

displaying on l-ek #t. During i-992, spring 1ek

reconnaissance resul-ted in i_-3 males displaying.
Lek #tt (abandoned rgg2) is located south of chatfiel-d

and according to Berger (1989) i,-27 males have been

displaying since I97O. During spring counts in j_990 and

1-997, a maximum of 3 mare sharp-tailed grouse $¡ere found

displaying on Iek. Three sharp-tailed grouse (unknown sex)

r¡t7ere frushed in tate May r99r in very cl-ose proximity to the
Iek. Spring L992, Do qrouse activity was observed on lek
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#tt.
Lek #te is located west of chatfield and is frequently

burned by fires from the town randfilr site. The lek became

active in L979 with LB-2s males displaying yearly (Berger

1989). During 1990 and 1993- spring counts, l-o-j.s males were

observed dispraying. During i,992, spring lek reconnaissance

resulted in the observation of 3-B male sharp-tailed grouse

displaying on the Iek. onry on one occasion rÂ¡ere female (2)

sharp-taited grouse observed on the dancing ground.

Lek #tg is located south of chatfierd and became active
in 7979 as welI. According to Berger (1999) B-21 males

displayed yearly between i-gzg 1989. During l-990 and Lggr

spring counts, 23-25 and 15-i-B males displayed on leks,
respectivery. During spring 1990, a high female attendance

(4-8) was observed on or in close proximity to the lek. rn

spring 7992, L2-r5 male sharp-tailed grouse were observed

displaying.

Lek #2O, no\,ù considered abandoned, is also 1ocated

south of chatfierd. Berger (l-989) recreated this lek and

observed 9-I2 males displaying from L9B7 to j.989.

Furthermore, femal-es of varying age vrere visiting the site
in 19BB (Berger 1989). In i-990 and 199j_ , 3-5 males were

observed displaying on the tek. However, Do femares vJere

observed. During 1992, spring lek reconnaissance resulted
in no observations of male displays or femare attendance.

Lek #20 was partialJ-y mowed in i-990, but not in tggl- or
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1992. Therefore, heavy aspen regrowth on site has reduced

visibil-ity which may have caused the lack of grouse use of
site.

Two l-eks , #t+ and #15, both acknowledged by Sexton

(L979 ) and Berger ( 1989, ) f¡¡ere located during spring l_990

and ]-99L. However, no males or females vrere observed.

disprayingi or in attendance at these reks. spring Lgg2 lek
reconnaissance also reveal-ed no dispJ-aying or attendance

activity by sharp-tailed grouse. rt is likely that l-eks #t+
and #75 have been abandoned in favour of leks #tt and #te.

Historical/abandoned l-eks #2,#3,#+,#5,#6,#8,#g,#L2,#1,2

and #ta were rocated through a literature review and

personar communication. All leks rÁrere abandoned between

L976 and 1986. The resurt of spring j.990, Lggl and rggz

monitoring of abandoned leks, was that these are still leks
unoccupied by sharp-tailed girouse. AIt lek areas

experienced heavy woody encroachment and reduced horizontar
visibility.

Historical lek #10 was actj-ve during LgTO-Igg2 with 6-

30 mares displaying during this time. Àbandonment of this
lek occurred in 1983. Lek #l_O recreated by Berger (l_989)

had 2 sharp-tailed grouse males displaying in 19g8, but
there was no observance of mare activity found during 1990-

1992. In addition, recreated lek #Zt had no visual disptay
of male sharp-tailed grouse during spring l-990, Lggr and

1-992 1ek reconnaissance. Leks #tO and 2I have heavy aspen
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encroachment occurring and therefore have practically no

horizontal- visibility.

Lek #l (recreated by Berger 1989) has very good

horizontal visibility. However, a mature aspen bluff
located less than 5O metres from lek centre may cause

visibitity obstruction. This may be the reason for lack of

male display activity during 1990 and 199L, although

droppings hrere discovered over the lek in both years and two

femal-es hrere possibly observed perched in nearby trees in
close proximity to lek #Z in sprinq I99L. These females

hrere possibly resting or nest searching. Caldwel_t (1,976)

maintained that in Manitoba female sharp-tail-ed qrouse first
Iook for optimal nesting cover and then breed at the nearest

lek. Since l-ek #7 was a historical Iek, the sign of femal-e

attendance could prove to be a positive sign for lek re-
establishment. During spring 1992 lek reconnaissance, 2

male sharp-tailed grouse were observed disptaying.

Theref ore, the active lek count in NlitrMÀ has improved to f our

(#t ,2,l-8,l-9 ) .

The decline in the tota] number of l-eks and a decline

in the mean number of mal-es per lek coul-d be attributed to
the 1-0 year cycIe. The last high in the population for
sharp-tailed girouse would have occurred in approximately

1,977 (Manitoba Depart. Nat. Res. 1-975). According to Berger

(l-989) the 10 year cycling suggested the next peak in the

cycle to occur in 1987. However, although the peak in the
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cycle did not occur during this time, sharp-tailed grouse

population did increase in 1987 and 19BB (Berger 1989).

I,üith drops in bird attendance on dancíng grounds in NWMA

since L99o, evidence may suggest the peak in the cycle may

have occurred between 1-9BB and l-989. If this j-s true, then

during this study (1991-1993), sharp-tailed qrouse

population would be in a Iow part of the population cycle.

3.2.3 \/EGETÀTT\IE CONDITIONS OF LEKS IN NWI{A

Negative vegetation succession (ie. grassland to aspen)

has occurred throughout NWMA's sharp-tailed grouse habitat

since the early L97O's. Vegetation change has resulted in

loss of preferred breeding habitat.

In 1986, abandoned Ìeks #2,2,8,9 and L2 had 80å, 732

SIeo¡ 762, and 86eo of their total area dominated by aspen

respectively (Berger 1989). The abandonment of these 5 leks

under conditions of aspen domination at lek sites relates to

findings in Appendix C. That is, if aspen forest increased

to over 562, a lek was abandoned. This rate of vegetation

change on abandoned lek sites r^ras used by Berger and Baydack

(L992) to set guidel-ines for optimal percentage of habitat

required by sharp-tailed grouse in NhrMA (Àppendix C).
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3.2.4 TfEGETÀTIVE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN USED ÀND AB^A,NDONED LEKS

comparison of habitat factors between active, declining
or abandoned leks is a usefur tool in deveroping management

guidelines for sharp-tailed grouse habitat. Many have

inplernented this technique to either develop or improve

management guidelines. Berg et al. (i-987 ) had developed

management guidelines in I9B7 by comparing leks in
Minnesota. Berg (1990) irnproved these guidetines by

cornparing leks again in 1990. Rodgers (rgg2) recreated l-ek

sites in Kansas through habitat improvement and attracted
grouse through g:rouse vocarizations recordings and decoys.

waage (1989) recreated lek sites on abandoned mining areas

in Montana. Recreation r^Jas carried-out by comparing

vegetative cover, visibility distance and size of rek sites
bef ore and af ter abandonment. Leks r^rere reestabl-ished by

sirnurating these habitat factors into habitat manipulation.

Berger (l-989) in NWMÀ, compared stabl-e and abandoned leks to
estabrish habitat requirements for sharp-tailed grouse leks.
Berger then developed these habitat requirements into a

habitat revitalization strategy and created (with some

success) 4 new leks sites in NI¡IMÀ,.

3 -2.5 I'íETHODS

Measurement of vegetation cover at l-eks was
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accomplished by using the Jones cover board method (Jones

1968) and Daubenmire method (Daubenmire 1959). The Jones

cover board method measured the visibility of cover used by

grouse from lek centre to 2OO metres a[üay along 4 transect
directions (north, south, east and west). Measurements h¡ere

conducted at 6 inches above ground level at 1O metres from

the cover board.

The Daubenmire method measured density and composition

of vegetation from l-ek centre and radiating out at 60 degree

intervals, up to 2OO metres ar¡¡ay from lek centre.

Vegetation composition was indicated by low (O-38å), medium

(39-692) and high (7O-1,OOZ ) cover val-ues.

Related literature by Berg et aI. (L987), Baydack

(1988), Waage (1-989), Berg (1990), Rogers (l-992) and more

specifically Berger (1989) was used in conjunction with
Figures 1l-,12,1-3, and L4 which display the vegetative cover

differences between used and abandoned leks within NI^IMÀ.

Measurements $rere conducted from August to September L99I

and August 1,992. Since faII L99I, 3 leks (#tt,tZ and ZO)

appear to be abandoned. These leks have been receiving less

and less use by grouse since 1990, therefore the leks brere

considered declining. During L992, these leks hrere not used

during spring counts, and therefore considered abandoned.

Examination of Figures 11,12,L3, and L4 outlines 3

important habitat factors which distinguish between active
and abandoned leks. These three factors are visibility,
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vegetative cover type and distance from centre of the lek to

200 m ar¡lay. Visibility was found to be important to grouse

for meeting their breeding (high visibilíty) and escape

cover (lower visibility) requirements. Baydack (1988)

observed that all active leks had high visibifity (7O-9OZ)

with vegetative height no higher than 1-0 centimetres and a

slope to provide a broad horizontal view of the

surroundings. Àmmann (L957), Pepper (L972), and Caldwell

(7976) all confirm these findings.

Jones (1968) confirms these findings and emphasized

visibility on leks averaged B3U to distances up to 100

metres from Ìek centre. Àctive leks in NWMÀ had high

visibilities of 55-952 (average 682) maintained to distances

of greater than 100 metres. Lek #19 was the only active lek

with l-ow (452) visibilíty at l-00 m away. An explanation for

this low visibility may be due to a high woody species

around 80-100 m distance in one area of the lek, or because

of its irregular shape.

Berger's (1-989) visibility data is similar to the

results of this study. All existing leks show similar high

visibitity at lek centre extending to l-00 metres away. From

approximately 125 metres ahray visibilities began to decline.

This reductj-on in visibility with distance is similar to the

visibility results of this study. However, lek l-0 which is

now abandoned, had hiqh visibility up to 100 metres abray

from lek centre in 1989 (Berger 1989). In 1-991- and 1992, OZ
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visibitity was measured at l-00 metres from Iek centre. This

is evidence of the result of discontinued habitat management

on lek #tO. The lek site has become encroached upon by

woody species and eventually was abandoned.

Figure 15 provides an average of Figures l-1-,LZ,L3 t and

14. A noticeable visibility difference r'iras observed on all-

abandoned leks in NWMÀ. Visibility between O-BOå (average

between 26-472) was observed up to 2OO metres ah¡ay from l_ek

centre. with lek centre visibirity averaging between 53-6ou

(Figure 15) and declining with distance, it provides

evidence that corresponds to the literature on lek

abandonment and produces a picture of decl_ining habitat
quality. once visibility is decreased, grouse may abandon a

site because the habitat required to meet specific breeding

and behaviourial needs has declined in quality.
Reduction in visibility to less than 4OZ (average 372

Figure 15) \¡ras indicated from approximately 150-2OO metres

al¡tay f rom active lek centres. The reduction in visibirity
was the result of increased shrub/tree cover. Many confirm

these findings (Anmann L957, Berg et al. I9BT, Baydack 1988,

Berger 1989) and state that reduced visibility is required
to satisfy cover and nesting needs. Jones (1969) reported

that less than 39å visibility was indicated at nesting and

escape cover habitat for sharp-tailed grouse. Therefore,

visibility on active lek sites in NI,IIMÀ should be high (7O-

IOOZ) between 100-150 metres ar^ray from lek centre and then
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allowed to decline to less than 4oz from 150 metres aviTay in
order to satisfy sharp-taired grouse breeding and cover

requi-rements at a lek site. Actíve reks from Figure l-5 show

a decline of tree cover from :.ggr to Lgg2. This may reveaÌ
positive response of present aspen management through the

use of summer mowing. Mowing efforts after three years on

acti-ve reks si-tes in NI¡IMÀ have been reduced in cost and work

effort, which indicates positive signs for mowing as an

effective vegetation management tool (D. Roberts L993 pers.

comm. ).
Lek edge is defined by the display areas (DA) and

display perimeters (Dp). Display areas r¡rere i-O-50 metres

away from lek centre on active leks in southwest Manitoba

(Baydack 1988). Research indicates visibility limits which

defines the DA and Dp. DA visibility was approximately

7L.82 and DP visibility was approximatery s2.22 (Baydack

1-9BB). Therefore, visibírity should be maintained at a high
lever (>7oz) for lek DA. Active reks in NWMÀ have a DA of
40-B0u up to 50 metres f rom l-ek centre. when the visibilit.y
begins to decrine, the area is considered the Dp. Active
leks in NI¡IMÀ, have DP from 5o-1oo metres. Àt distances
greater than 100 metres from lek centre on active reks in
NWI{À visibility declines to <4OZ tevels (Figure 15).

DA visibility below 70å val_ues may resul_t in sharp-

tailed grouse responses due to habitat quarity reduction.
These responses are assumptions based on visibility
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measurements. Firstly, grouse will reduce their display

area to maintain high visibility. Àn example of this may be

seen on active lek #tg. Sharp-tailed grouse will continue

reducing the DA until a distance of approximately 15 metres

from the lek centre is reached. Secondly, male sharp-tailed

grouse attendance will decline due to the crowding effect.

Thirdty, the l-ek will- be abandoned when DA is <15 metres

with visibility reduced to <502. In NWMÀ, the abandoned

Ieks display these characteristics (Figure 15).

Habitat cover type on a lek site has a close

relationship to visibility as welI as distance. From Figure

15, al-l active leks in NWMÄ are dominated by a medium to

high percentage of a grass/forb (many species) and scrub

(dominated by bearberry) grassland species composition as

well as bare ground from lek centre to approxirnately 150

metres ar¡lay. This type of vegetative cover maintains the

visibility requirements of an active lek and therefore,

confirms this close relationship. Berg et aI. (1987)

suggested at least 1-80-27O metres of open, highly visible

habitat from the lek centre. Caldwell (L976) suggested that

in Manitoba rrlargerr (up to 200 metres) open grassland areas

are important to sharp-tail-ed grouse. Berger (l-989) found

in N[{MÀ leks, a combination of grasses, forbs, and bare

ground was evident up to 1OO metres a$tay from lek centre,

Active leks in NWMA met these established cover

requirements.
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Abandoned leks in NWMÀ displayed row percentages of
qrass/forb complexes and these grass/forb complexes r¡rere

located at a lesser distance from ]ek centre. rn addition,
abandoned leks experienced a much higher shrub/tree
composition at distances closer to lek centre which also
extended to 200 metres away.

Berger (l-989) stated that once woody cover attains
varues greater than 562 the lek is rikery to be abandoned.

Abandoned reks in NI{MÀ reveal varues of woody cover greater
than 562 at distances less than 60 metres from rek centre.
The vegetative cover between abandoned reks in the study and

Berger's (1989) Appendix C is somewhat similar. This

rerationship reveal-s the need for establishing a habitat
management program to control woody succession on sharp-

tailed grouse habitat in NI¡/MA.

These findings hrere used to develop preliminary
guidelines for sharp-taiì-ed grouse habitat management in
NIITMA. Habitat visibitity and vegetative cover hrere based on

a vegetation analysis, associated 1iterature and lek
reconnai-ssance in NIrIMÀ.
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CTIAPTER 4

LEK SITE RESTORÀTTON

4.L INTRODUCTION

Sites in NWMÀ targeted for potential habitat
improvement were based on the following three critería.
Firstly, the site had to be a historical tek site or an area

of known sharp-tailed grouse attendance or activity.
Second1y, the site must have shown evidence of vegetation

change from grass/brushland to forest. thirdly, the site
had to be within 7.6 to 2.4 km from other active lek sites.

Two sites hTere selected for habitat manipulation in
NWMA based on these three criteria. Site #tZ r^/as a

historical lek which had 6-13 male sharp-tailed grouse

displaying yearly up to L976. It had been abandoned from

1977 to present. It is approximately 1.1 to 1.8 km from

other active lek sites in NWMA. Since 1977, negative

vegetative succession in the form of aspen encroachment has

changed habitat thereby reducing visibility, habitat quality
and lek site attractiveness. Àppendix D, provides an aerial
photograph of the vegetative change on sites #tZ and #22

from l96L to 198i-.

The second site chosen for habitat manipulation was

site #22, which is L.8-2.4 km from active lek sites in NWl{À.

Site #22 was not known to have any lek activity from LTTO-
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I99L. However, grouse sightings and attendance surrounding

the area !ìrere known during this tirne (8. Cameron l-991 pers.

comm. ). Vegetative cover was heavy enough to restrict
visibility from the centre of the slightly elevated portion

of the open area. The site did have large areas of aspen

encroachment which restricted visibility and may have made

the site unattractive for sharp-tailed grouse use.

4.2 LEI( SITE }IANIPTII"ATTON

Lek habitat was modified based upon Berger's (1989)

strategy, the reviewed Iiterature, and upon habitat
manipulation guidelines for sharp-tailed grouse (sec.

2.4.L). In February, I99L, the two selected sites were

cl-eared of standing aspen by a bulldozer (D20F International
with a Romex shearbl-ade). Cl-eared material was piled at

least 30 metres from standing aspen in order to minirnize

fire hazard. Consideration was given to minimize soil
disturbance by keeping the shearblade raised above top soil
leveI (5-10 cm high). Temperature râras recorded at -2O to
25 degrees Celsius (bulldozing should be carried-out on the

coldest days in order to snap and not bend the aspen). the

extent of manipul-ation was intended to resemble historical
vegetative conditions of selected sites.

Manipulation of site #tZ ttras conducted in the area of

historical 1ek #tZ. The total area cleared (by butldozer)
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of standing aspen hras approximately 22 ha. Site #22 was

cleared of approximately 20 ha of aspen to create open

habitat. Between 3 and 10 September, I99I, a tractor
equipped with a 5 foot rotary movrer was used to cut back

suckering aspen. Lek sites mowed (trinmed) were

approximaLely 42 ha in total size. Areas with rock, which

could not be mowed, were trimmed manually with brush sar^rs.

During rnid À,ugust 1992, mowing r¡ras carried out by

Manitoba Department of Natural Resources (Wildlife Branch)

to reduce suckering aspen, and maintain the required

visibility and vegetative height on both sites as described

by habitat management guidetines. Size of areas mowed v¡ere

approximately 4 ha each on both sites. Total area mowed was

I ha.

The total time and cost of manipulation over the two

years is outlined in Table 4.I. Total tine of bulldozing

aspen i^Ias recorded at 100 hours at a total cost of

$8,000.00. Cost per hectare was approximately $191-.00 for
bulldozing aspen. Mowing suckering aspen and other selected

vegetative regrowth accounted for 4L hours at a total cost

of $2,+zo or $81.00 per hectare. Second year mowing

completed by MDNR was carried-out on I ha at a cost of

$648.00. Therefore, total cost of the two year manipulation

v¡as $12r068.00 or ç242.33 per hectare for 49.8 hectares of

habitat.
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Table 4.1 Cost of Habltat Manlpulatlon of
Recreated Lek Sltes *13 and #Zz
I n NI^IHA Dur I ng 19 9 1 and I99 Z .

Total cost of Hanlpulatron = s12,06g.00 or sz42.oo /ha

for 49.8 ha

* Denotes bulldozing cost whictr includes
renLa1 and fuel.

** Denotes mowing cost which includes
labour.

operator labour, machine

mowe! rental, fuel, and

Hote: cosÈ values are rounded-off to the nearest dorlar
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Àrea Size (ha) Bulldozing Cost (1993 g) Howlng cost
( 1es3 s)

Site f13:

22.2 ha

SIte *222

_1J-_E__b_a

TotaL S ize:

41.8 ha

Total CosL:

S8'000.00 t(

Total Cost,/ha:

S191.00/ha

ls t year :

s3,420.00
or

S81.00/ha

2nd year:

s648.00
for I ha

Total Cost:

s4,068.00 **
or

s81.00,2ha



4.3 VEGETÀTION ANÀLYSIS OF I,IANIPI]LÀTED SITES

Jones cover board and Daubenmire vegetation samples

\Ârere taken from May to september, 3,99r and in late Àugust,

1992. Measurements hrere used to determine site visibility
and vegetation cover cornposition on manipulated sites. rn

addition, these varues r^¡ere compared to values of active and

abandoned leks in NI¡IMA for analysis.

Jones cover board visibility samples on sites #tl and

#22, before manipulation (ie. fall 1990), are shown in
Figure 76. Visibility on sites vrere measured at
approximately z}e" throughout the ful_t 2OO m. This

measurement indicated heavy visual obstruction by

vegetation. After bulldozing and before mowing (1991),

visibility was oz for the fult 2oo metres from site centre.
Low visibility was caused by aspen suckering or 1st year

growth. First year growth of aspen from the spring of l-ggi-

to fall- of L99L in an area l-eft unmowed on manipurated sites
#ts and #22, suggested that suckering aspen had the ability
to grow approximately 1-i_. S m in a single growing season

within the study area. The result of suckering aspen

forl-owing manipuration was reported in the work of Berger

(1989) in NhIMA to also be between 1-1.5 m in one growing

season. After mowing (for both L99i, and 1992) | visibirity
values on site #zz indicated 80å visibility from site centre

to approximately l-OO metres a\^ray. After 1OO metres aviray,
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Figure T6. Recreated 1ek sites pre-manipulation
visibilitY in NI^IMA.
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visibility declined and a value of approximately 4oå was

indicated at 2OO metres av/ay from site centre.

Figure L7 and 18 provj-de habitat vegetation conditions

for 1g9L and l-992 in NVüMÀ. The decline of visibility is a

result of patches of shrub and tree vegetation from L50-200

metres away. The important factor is that visibility is

hiqh (>7OZ) up to lOO metres al^lay from site centre (Figure

18).

Site #tZ cover board values \¡.Iere similar to site #ZZ.

Site centre visibility (for both 1-99L and 1-992 measurements)

indicated a value of >9oZ with visibility maintained at or

above 85å up to 1OO metres al¡iay f rom site centre.

Visibitity declined to 392 at 2OO metres a$tay which was

covered by patchy shrub and aspen vegetation (Figure 1-7).

Daubenmire samples of vegetation cover $rere taken up to

2OO metres ahTay from site centre, after bulldozing

manipulation on both sites. This resulted in aspen cover

values of 90å with the remaining 10å indicated by shrub,

forb and bare ground cover. After mowing, cover values

changed. Figure 18 represents vegetation cover values at

site #zz. High values for grass and forbs

dominated the site up to l-40 metres a!üay from site centre in

both l99I and 1992. This revealed an open area with no

aspen present except for an indication of aspen cover at

approximately 60 m a\^ray. This may be the result of

manipulated areas being irregular in size. After l-40 metres
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Figure L7. Recreatecl rek sites habitat vegetationvisibitity for 199L and t99Z in NI¡IMAafter manipulation.
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changes occurred. Medium tree cover varues are present but

not dominant. shrub cover values are also observed at l-0-

15z

Figure 18 indicates cover val_ues at site #tZ. Hiqh

varues of grass in conjunction with forb cover are found

from site centre up to 130 metres a$Jay, However, 1,992

measurements reveal a more dominant grass/forb complex up to
2OO metres ar¡ray from site centre. After 130 metres ahray,

these cover values are maintained at medium levers for LggI

and high values for L992. Site #tZ indicated a more

pronounced cover of shrub/tree in 1991 compared to 1992.

shrub cover was maintained at 5-1ou throughout the site in
both years. Tree cover was observed at l-ow values from g0-

130 metres av¡ay from site centre. After 130 metres ar^ray,

tree and shrub cover values began to increase to medium

l-evel-s.

Comparing Figure L7 against Figure 15 reveals

visibility at recreated sites to be similar with active leks

in NI{MÀ. sirnilar values of a grass/forb comprex up to 200

metres av/ay from recreated site centre is revealed by

comparing vegetative cover values of Èhe recreated sites to
that of active leks in NI{MA (Figure 18 vs Figure 15).

Medj-um to high level-s of shrub/tree cover on recreated sites
provides simirarity to that of active reks in NWMA,. Figures

l-B and 15 reveal shrub/tree cover beginning at justified
values and at distances greater than 130-150 metres a\A/ay
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from lek site centre.

4.4 STIÀRP_TÀILED GROUSE RESPONSE TO I.IANIPT]LATION

Monitoring of recreated sites to determine sharp-tailed

grouse attendance at or near sites was done during JuIy-

December L99L, and January-September L992. Table 4.2

provides the results of sharp-tailed grouse attendance on

manipulated sites #13 and #ZZ during I99I and L992. No

visual dancing disptay or mating $Jas observed on sites

during spring monitoring. Although there b¡ere no sharp-

tail-ed grouse observations in the spring of 1992 (except for

2 sightings on May 2L) , sharp-taited grouse droppings,

trampled vegetation, and grouse feathers hrere observed on

both sites.

Sharp-tailed grouse use of manipulated sites during the

summer, fa1l, and winter seasons r,rras assumed to satisfy

feeding and cover needs. Youngier sharp-tailed grouse were

observed on two occasions in proximity of site #zz. This

may indicate that nesting and brood-rearing activities took

place on or around the manipulated site.

Berger (1989) observed dancing males on recreated lek

site #ZO (ie. between 9-A2 males from 1987-1989), as weII as

occasional female attendance. His other three recreated

sites were unsuccessful at attracting dancing males, but

general observations of feeding and cover use by sharp-
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tailed grouse r^7ere noted (Berger 1989).

Berger's (1989) recreated lek sites were smaller in

size (ie. 3.28, 3.65,5.45, 9.45 ha), totalJ-ing

approximately 20 ha, in comparison to this study (ie. L9.6

and 22.2 ha). Berger's total cost of habitat manipul-ation

r^7as $6r11-6.00 for 20 ha. Berger's sites were more

successful- than this study's sites at establishing a site

for dancing male sharp-tailed grouse. It may appear that

sites larger than Berger's may not be as effective in

attracting dancing males and female attendance, and

therefore, may not be as cost effective. other contributing

factors, such as decline of sharp-tailed grouse use of

active l-eks or population declines, Rây be related to the

lack of sharp-tailed grouse response on larger areas. In

addition, the 1-o year cycle of sharp-tailed grouse

population r,vas at a low during this study. rt is possible

that in tirnes of a cycle high, the manipulation may have

been more successful. Habitat management may consj-der

targeting efforts in tirnes of population highs, in order to
provide and maintain good quality habitat. However, this

was not studied in the scope of this research.

rn addition to recreated sites being attractive to

sharp-tailed grouse, sites also attracted use by other

wildlife species. Table 4.3 provides general observations

of wildlife use of rnanipulated sites #ts and #22 during I99L

and 1992. These observations $lere only general in context
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and no detailed surveys of

conducted.

other wildlife use of sites was

4.5 EFFECTI\rENESS OF MÀNTPT]LATTON IN NT$IA

Manipulation of sites #tl and #22 were based on

prelirninary sharp-tailed grouse habitat management

guidelines reviewed in the literature for NlitMÀ. Guid.elines

\Àrere implemented in an effort to reduce habitat l-oss through

the clearing of aspen, and creating open grassland areas

simi]ar to its historical extent.

Open areas created represented a cl_ear horizontal
visibility (ie. >7oZ) up to a distance between t_0o-130

metres ahray from site centre on both sites during rggr and

L992. Visibilíty declined on both at approximately 150-2oo

metres ar¡Jay from site centre during IggL and 1992. This

data conforms to the estabrished distance and visibitity
requirements of a 1ek site by Àmmann (LgS7), Jones ( j-969),

Berg et al. (1987), Baydack (1988), Berger (1989) and

Rodgers (L992). The established habitat guideline data also

conformed to the active lek's habitat values within NWMA.

Vegetative cover type on manipulated sites indicated
similar cover varues and types to the rerated l-iterature.
High indexes of grass and forb cover were observed. up to
130-140 metres ahray from the sites centre on both sites.
This relates directly with studies by Ammann (j,gi7),
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Hamerstrom et al. (l-961), Berger (1989) and Berg (1990) who

found that open low revel vegetative cover \âras required for
breeding purposes at distances less than 2oo metres away

from lek centre. shrub cover combi_ned with tree cover
increased from 150 metres ah¡ay from site centre on both
sites. Berger (1989) found that bulldozing and mowing did
not alter pl_ant species cover of low vegetation.
Manipulation did change the cover and density of shrub and

tree cover, which was the prirnary purpose of the treatment.
Comparison of vegetation at lek sites #tl anð, #22 to that of
active leks in NI¡IMÄ showed similarities in vegetative cover.
Dominant species on recreated rek sites were grass species,
bare ground and forbs (bearberry and others). simirar
species v/ere found on active l-ek sites. Bergerrs (1989)

vegetation cover data on both active reks and his recreated
lek sites v¡ere simi]ar in species composition to recreated
sites #tz and #ZZ.

sharp-tailed grouse responded to manipulation by using
the sites during various stages of manipulation. use of
sites by sharp-taiì_ed grouse lrras observed occasionatly
throughout the fall- L99r, winter LggJ, and rggz, and summer

1992. rf these birds vrere mal-es an important assumption

could be appried. Many authors maintain that male sharp-
taifed grouse identify with lek sites not onry in the spring
but also in the faIl (Ammann rgs7, Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom

1951, Rodgers L992) .
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Femare sharp-taired grousè response to the recreated
sites hras possibly observed with and without broods. This
lvas a positive sign for the manipulation treatment as werl
as for the recognition of prirnary attachment to manipurated

areas. sexton (L979) and caldwell (j_976) found that females

nested and raised broods in crose proxinity to the lek site
in which mating took p1ace. under this assumption, good

nesting and brood rearing habitat was in close proximity to
the newly created rek sites. Therefore, by creating and

maintaining large open areas of grasstand habitat, habitat
would be provided for breeding purposes as well as

encouraging femares to use area for nesting and brood-

rearing activities. since a brood and juvenile sharp-taired
grouse hTere possibry observed in close proximity to both

sites, the predicted assumption may hold true.
The type of rnanipuration impl-emented was an alternative

to other techniques that cour-d not be applied in the region.
The mechanicar manipulatíon technique used was successful in
creating open habÍtat although it proved to be costl_y.

Total cost of manipulation was Çr2,069.00 (see tabre 4.r).
The majority of manipulation cost T¡rere related to bulldozínq
the sites. other, less expensive manipulation techniques

such as prescribed burning ($9.oo7na¡ could be irnpremented

in place of mowing to produce simirar result of controrling
aspen encroachment. However, this treatment can only be

used as a secondary stage treatment and if crirnatic
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conditions prevair. Mowing seems to provide an effective
means (ie. secondary treatment) of cutting back aspen

regeneration and maintaining grassrand habitat after two

years of treatment when other arternative are not avail-abre.

Mowing has also been effective in maintaining openness at
other active leks in Ni^IMÀ (ie. #z and #rc¡. Accordi-ng to D.

Roberts (pers. comm. t.993) mowing treatment costs (ie.
manpower and financial) are reduced considerabry after two

years of application. Therefore, the cornbination of
bulldozing and mowing treatments to create and maintain the

reguired sharp-taired grouse habitat has been effective, but

costly. Other treatment combinations which have been

reviewed in chapter 2 can be used as an alternative
treatment. However, decisions as to which treatment to use

will ultimately depend upon financial availability and

environmental regulations governi-ng treatment use in the

area.
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CHÄPTER 5

SLI,IMÀRY, CONCLUSTON Àl{D RECOI{}{ENDATIONS

5.1 ST]HT,íÃRY AND CONCLUSION

This research provides sharp-tailed grouse management

agencies and other resource users with a clear understanding

of sharp-tailed grouse habitat loss in NWMÀ. Aspen

encroachment into open grassland habitat represents lek

habitat loss for sharp-tailed grouse in NI¡üMA

Progressing aspen succession is thought to be a primary

limiting factor to a grouse population (Berger l-989).

Evidence of vegetation change from ttgoodtt to ttbadrr for

sharp-taiLed. grouse (ie. grassland to aspen cover) was

evident in NWMÀ since the early 1960's (Sexton and Dixon

L979, Berger 1989). The habitat loss assumption vras found

to exist from 1990 to 1992, with active l-ek use in N[,IMÀ

declining from 6 to 4. Lek use decline has corresponded

with a reduction of mal-e sharp-tailed grouse attendance in

the area during spring counts by approximately 40å between

7990 and 1992.

Habitat manipulation treatments to combat habitat loss

and improve sharp-tailed grouse population $lere reviewed.

Habitat management guidel-ines lr7ere developed for sharp-

tailed grouse leks (Tabl-e 5.1- and Figure 19). Àpplication
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Table 5.1_ Sharp-tailed grouse habitat managenent
guidelines.

l-. Three criteria should be foltowed for 1ek site
selection:

(a) tñe site shoutd be the location of a historicar lekor area of known sharp-tailed grouse activity;
(b) the site shourd show evidence of vegetative change

from rrgoodtt to rrbadrt (ie. grassland to tree cover)habitat; and

(c) the site should be in close proxirnity to other
active lek sites (ie. 1.6 to 2.4 km in distance).

2. Àfter delineating the historical extent of a site,
manipulation through winter buttdozing (ie. during thecordest time in winter, January or February) can be used tocrear standing aspen. cleared materíal shõuld be piled
approximately 3o metres from standing vegetaÈion tò minimÍzefire hazard.

3. After bulldozing, vegetative regrowth can be mowedduring rníd August (i". approximately tSo metres a$¡ay frornsite centre). Mowing should cut-ofi standing vegetãtion asclose to ground lever as possible. Maintenance vegetationcontrol should be undertaken annuarly for 2-3 yearã afterbulldozing, and then be carríed out every 3-5 years.

4. Àrea mowed should ensure visibirity values of greater
than 70* from site centre to 13o metres. Thus, rnowing
should be carried out to i_50 metres to ensure thisvisibirity. Àfter 150 metres a!üay visibility can decreaseto approxirnately 4O8. To ensure visibility values,
measurements can be carried out using the Jones cover board
method.
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Table 5.1- Sharp-taíled grouse habitat management
gruidelines.

5. Veget.atíve cover dif f erences shoul-d be maintained to
ensure visibility and cover type quatity. From síte centre
to 150 metres a!{ay, vegetative cover should be doninated by
a high graSs, forb, and bare ground cover complex. After
l-50 metres a!ìray cover should begin to increase from a low
growing vegetative community to a shrub and tree cover type.
To ensure cover type consistency in measurements, the
Daubenmire method can be used.

Figure l-9 demonstrates a pictorial representation of lek
habitat along with habitat management guideline
prescriptíons.

Note: These guidelines srere developed for sharp-tailed
grouse habitaÍ, in NWt[a. However, tñey may be aþplied to
other sharp-taired grouse habitat in the area with sirnirar
vegetative and soit types.
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of these guidelines \^las recommended for sharp-tail-ed grouse

l-eks in NWMÄ.

An experimenta] habitat restoration was carried-out as

a result of the literature review. Al_though the

experimental- manipulation proved costty ($fZ,06B.oO for 49.8

ha), it was effective at creating sharp-tailed grouse

habitat. Mowing as a secondary manipulation treatment has

proven to be both cost and time effective at controlling
aspen encroachment in NüüMA. Mowing cost of ggt.Oo/ha are

reduced after a few years of mowing treatments for rek site
maintenance. Àccordi-ng to D. Roberts (pers. comm. 1993)

present lek habitat management through mowing in NWMÀ costs

considerably less than $B1.OO/ha (ie. approximately

$¿f.oo/na) and required less man hours of Labour tirne.

ManipuJ-ation techniques to control_ aspen encroachment

varied in time, cost, and length of use. Bul_ldozing proved

costly, but was the only treatment available at this tirne

for aspen removal as an initiat treatment for lek site
restoration. Fj-re, grazíng, and herbicide treatments can

contror low vegetative communities, but were not suitable to
remove large standing aspen or shrubs. Once initial
burrdozing removed aspen, secondary treatments such as fire,
grazing, and herbicide can be applied.

Fire can be both cost and tine efficient as wel_I as

effective at aspen control. Herbicide treatment could be

effective at controlling aspen encroachment, but costly when
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compared to fire. Herbicide treatments are often not
selective and result in total destruction of non-target
vegetatíve species. Grazing could be costry at controlling
aspen encroachment. The high costs of establishing a

grazing system are directly attributed to fencing. Grazinq

vtas al-so not feasibl-e in NI¡IMA. This was due to the l_ack of
water, land availability, and present grazing poricy which

does not all-ow for such a treatment to be carried-out on

wMA's. rn addition, grazing has showed detrimental effects
on nesting waterfowr and upland giame bird species, âs werl-

as its detrirnentar effects on white-tailed deer browse

habitat (Dornfeld and Doty 1989).

rn times of fire prevention, burldozing and mowing can

provide effective control of aspen encroachment and provide

habitat for sharp-tailed grouse. where lek site restoration
is not a management goaI, but maintaining existing active
leks are, then fire or mowing can provide simil-ar effective
results. The selection of a habitat management treatment
should consider desired management objective, time,
financial- and manpor¡Jer avail-ability, and. regulations on

treatment use in area before actual application of treatment
takes place.

The location of, and observation of activity, on leks
from 1990 to r99z resulted in active reks decrining frorn 12

to 4. This information may justÍfy the assumption of sharp-
tailed grouse habitat loss through aspen encroachment in
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NwMÀ. Responsibre management agencies shoul-d ensure the

maintenance of these existing active sharp-tail-ed grouse

leks in NI{MA. The necessity for particular vegetative
compl-exes on active lek habitat are required to satisfy
certain behaviourial needs for sharp-tailed grouse in Nt{MÀ.

Àctive sharp-tailed grouse leks in NI¡IMÀ, except for lek #19,

occur on erevated areas and present a clear horizontal-
visibil-ity of greater than 703 up to a minimum of 100 metres

and a maximum of 130 rnetres from lek centre. Lek site
visibility dectines from t5o metres to 2oo metres ar^iay from

lek centre. visibitity values of approximately 372 at these

distances were sirnilar to other researchers findings
(Baydack 1988, Berg et aI. 1"987, IggO, Berger 1999, !992,

Rodgers L992).

Vegetative cover of grasses, forbs, and bare ground

dominated active leks in NI¡IMÀ, from lek centre to 130 metres

av¡ay. Berger's (1989) tek research values T^rere simil-ar in
cover types. The l-ow growing vegetative community

maintained the visibirity required by sharp-tailed grouse on

leks. Distances of approximately 150 metres to 2oo metres

ahTay from lek centre contained hiqh cover values of
shrub/tree vegetative comprexes. cover type similarities
v¡ere recorded by Berger (1989) in NI^IMÀ. A Iow growing

vegetative community, through proper and timely habitat
management, can be maÍntained. Fire and,/or mowing present

two treatment options to satisfy this vegetation management
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objective.

Management of recreated sites should follow these

visibility and cover type requirements. Berger (1989) used

comparisons of active and abandoned lek sites visibility and

cover types to recreate smal-l lek sites (ie. between 3-9 ha)

in NItrMÀ, with some success. Berg et al. (1987) and Rodgers

(1992) have also followed similar cornparisons to recreate

successful lek sites in Minnesota and Kansas respectively.

Sinilar lek comparisons combined with mechanical treatments

were carried-out in NVüMÀ between 1990 and 1992. Larger lek

sites (ie. approximately 20 ha) r¡rere recreated using

established habitat nanagement guidelines outlined in Table

5.1 and Figure 19. However, the tek site recreation r¡ras not

successful-. Many factors can be attributed to lack of

success such as a low in sharp-taited grouse population,

recreated l-ek sites to large, study time to short t oy

clirnatic f actors.

The lek site restoration was successful at creating

open qrassland habitat not available in the past, but

unsuccessfuÌ at producing displaying maIes. Therefore, the

assumption that larger recreated lek sites would attract
more sharp-tailed grouse activity did not produce positive

resul-ts. Larger sites r¡Jere not as successful compared to

Berger's (l-989) smaller lek sites. In addition, the cost of

Iarger sites was much more than the cost of smaller lek site
recreation. Once again, many factors can be attributed to
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the lack of success on larger sites such as the short-term
duration of this study. Unfortunately, the scope of this
study did not enable the testing of these factors.

Aspen encroachment onto grassland areas not only

reduces visibility, but reduces the diversity of prairíe
plant species (Wright and Bailey 1992). Àspen being an

aggressive invader results in the loss of prairie plant
specíes either through competition or shading effect (Bai1ey

L984). Sharp-tailed grouse association with prairie plant
species on lek habitat is important. For example, insects

that inhabit prairie plants may be lost with aspen invasion.
Sharp-tailed grouse may require these insects as a food

source. Evidently with the loss of prairie plant species

due to aspen invasion, one may assume the loss of an entire
ecosystem over time. This l-oss may not only show signs of
sharp-tailed grouse poputation reductions, but population

reductions of other wildlífe species (ie. both plants and

animals) that inhabit the prairie ecosystem.

This research fulfilled the study objectives set out in
chapter one. Furthermore, this research and suggested

recommendations will assist in conserving an important

heritage species of the Province of Manitoba, the prairie
sharp-iailed grouse.
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5. 3 RECOI.{MENDÃ,TIONS

The following recommendations are made to assist
agencies in managing prairie sharp-tailed grouse habitat and

set back habitat loss.

1. If lek site recreation in NWMÀ is a management

objective, and personnel and financial- resources are

available, then bulldozing is a feasibte inÍtial habitat
manipulation treatment to remove aspen cover at this

time. Secondary management treatment by mowing to control
aspen suckering and encroachment has proven to be successful

in NWMÀ and shoutd be continued.

2. Since lek site recreation apparently was

unsuccessful at attracting displaying sharp-tailed grouse in
the short-terrn, and lek site recreation occurred during a

potential low in sharp-tailed grouse population; then

management efforts to recreate lek sites should be targeted

during a peak in the population cycle (ie. approximatety

1997 to 1999). Hov\rever, it must be noted that this
recommendation should only be followed if lek site
recreation is a management objective.
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3. Maintaining existing active leks in NWMÀ should

continue to be a manaqement objective. Mowing has proven to

be an effective maintenance treatment for aspen encroachment

on NhIMÀ lek sites and should be continued. However,

prescribed burning can provide a cost efficient and

effective treatment alternative for use in NWMA if
regulations al-Iow its use. Future research should consider

the combined effect of mowj-ng and prescribed burning, on a

timely cycle, for sharp-tailed grouse habitat management.

4. Habitat management should follow Table 5.2 if the

need to maintain active sharp-tailed grouse leks within NWMA

is a management objective. This table will provide a useful-

tool for wildlife managers.

5. A habitat map of the entire NlrrM.A should be

developed. Dixon and Sexton (L978) developed a habitat nap

for part of the area over 13 years ago and the extent of

habitat change should be verífied. Mapping should utilize
new techniques as well- as methods established by Dixon and

Sexton. In addition, recent aerial photographs and

consultation with biologists would aid in habitat map

development. This map would i-mprove the area's habitat
management, not only for sharp-tailed grouse but other

wildlife species.
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TABLE 5.a: F.:ecamrnended habitat manaqernent
prescriptions for sharp-tailed
rÈLrse lell sites in NWMA.
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6. Spring (níd April to the end of May) counts of 1ek

attendance by sharp-tailed grouse shoul-d be continued by

Manítoba Dept. of Natural Resources (MDNR). Other

interested agencies shoul-d be involved in the hope to form

important manaqement partnerships. The lek counts will
provide sharp-tail-ed grouse numbers per lek and assist in
establishing breeding population trends and cycles in NI¡IMÀ.

The focus of spring counts should be towards active l_eks in
the area. Consideration should also be given to research

techniques that witl improve the locating of active grouse

leks.

7. Since I{MÀ's are public resources, MDNR needs to
strengthen its commitment to rnaintaining habitat as per the

original objectives set for WMÀrs. A cooperatíve working

relationship, such as an advisory committee, involving
government and the various users of the resource should be

established. This would aid in developing habitat
management objectives considering the needs and interests of
all parties involvedr âs well as assist in reducing

conflicts over competing land/resource use. For exampJ-e,

agencies such as Sharp-tai1s Plus Foundation., Canadian

Wildlife Service, the many Agriculture agencies along with
MDNR could develop a co-management partnership benefiting
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the NWMÀ sharp-tailed grouse, and the entire ecosysytem.

rnvorvement coul-d entail popuration surveys, habitat
management, research and education. Thus, the co-management

wourd be using I^IMÄ,'s to their full_est and supporting their
established objectives.

I ' Àn education program should be developed to conduct
public workshops and seminars on the importance of sharp-
tailed g'rouse and their management. This program courd be

developed and operated by private agencies in cooperati-on
with the appropriate Government Department. programs should
reach and invorve such parties as farmers, other landowners,
general public, schools, private business and wirdrife
managers.

9- suggett (1991) suggested the estabrishment of
priorized sharp-tail-ed grouse managfement areas where

intensive research wourd be performed to increase grouse

habitat. with this in mind, consideration shourd be given
to the excellent opportunity that exists in NT¡IMÀ. The

availabirity of data and research produced in NIrIMÄ presents
an opportunity to target not only other research and

management, but to promote education and recreation of
sharp-tailed grouse.
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ÄPPETIDIX À

List of avian and mammalian species
found and observed in NgtHA (sexton 19?9, Berger f.9S9)

ÀVIÀN SPECIES
Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis)
MerIin (Fa1co columbarius)
Great Horned Ow1 (Bubo virqinianus)
Sharp-tailed Grouse (Tympanuchus phasianellus )
Ruffed Grouse (Bonasa umbellus)
Downy 9loodpecker
Eastern Bluebird
Northern Fl icker

Picoides pubescens )

Sialia sialis )
Colaptes auratus )

r¡Iestern Meadowlark ( SturneIla neqlecta )
Dark-eyed Junco (Junco hyemalis)
Upland Sandplper (Bartramia lonqicauda)
Àmerlcan Robin (Turdus miqratorius)
House Sparrow (Passer domesticus)
European Starling (Sturnus vulqaris)
Blue Jay (Cyanocitta cristata)
Common Grackle (Ouiscalus quiscula)
Eastern Kingbird (Tyrannus tyrannus)
Sandhill Crane (Grus canadensis)
Blackbird (Aqelaius phoeniceus)
Tree Swallow (Iridoprocne bicolor)
YeIlow [,rlarbler ( Dendroica petechia )
Killdeer (Charadrius vociferus )
Common Snipe (Capel1a qallinaqo)
American Crow (Corvus brachvrhynchos )
Àmerican Goldfinch (Carduelis tristis)
Goshawk (Acciplter qentilis)
Marsh Hawk (Circus hudsonius)
Black-bi11ed Magpie (pica pica)

uÀìftrÀLIÀN SPECIES
I¡ühite-tailed Deer (Odocoileus virqinianus)
Snowshoe Hare (Lepus americanus)
Red Fox (Vulpes vulpes)
Coyote (Canls latrans)
Vole (Microtus spp. )
Badger (Taxidea taxus)
SLriped Skunk (Mephitis mephitis)
Thirteen-lined Ground Squirrels (Spermophillis
tr ideceml ineatus )
Etk (Cervus canadensis)
Black Bear (Ursus americanls)
9'IeaseI ( Mustela urminia )
Mink (Mustela vison)
Muskrat (Odatra zibethicus)

nù Beaver ( Castor canadens is )
Woodchuck ( l,fêr.!Jr*o*ta lnonax )
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ÀPPEHDIX B

List of plant speeies found in NWHÀ

HÀRSH SPECIES
cattails (Tvpha spp. )
common reed grass (phraqmites communis)
sedges (Carex spp. )
reed canary grass (phaLaris arundinacea)
bullrushes (Scirpus acutus)

GRÀSSES
needle grasses (Stipa spp.)june grass (Koelerla cristata)
wheatgrasses (Aqropyron spp. )
blue grasses (poa spp. )
btg bluestem (Àndroooqon qerardi )
litt1e bluestem (Schizachyrium scoparlum)
wild rye (E1ymus canadensis)
cord grass (Spartina pectinata)

FORBS
bearberry (Àrctostaohylos uva-ursi)
three-flowered avens (Geum triflorum)
wild red raspberry (Rubus idaeus)
common bedstraw (Galium boreale)
lamb's-quarters (Chenopodium album)
asters (Àster spp.)
bergamot (Monarda fistulosa)
seneca root (PoIyqaIa seneqa)
black-eyed susan (Rudbeckla serotina)
blazlng stars (Liatris spp. )goldenrod (S_A_tlÄaS_A. spp. )
harebells (Campanola rotundifolia)
fleabane (Eriqeron spp. )pralrie IiIy (LiIium philadelphicum)
gaillardia (Gail_Iardla artstata)

SHRUBS
roses (Rosa spp. )
saskatoon (Amelanchier alnifolia)
chokecherry (prunus virqiniana)
shrubby cinquefoil (potentilla fruticosa)prairie cinquefoil (potentilla nensylvanica)
silverberry (Elaeagnus commutata)
Canada buffaLoberry (Shepherdia canadensls)
western snowberry (svmphorlcaroos occidentatts)
dwarf birch (BetuIa qlandulosa)
red-osier dogwood (Cornus stolonÍfera)
ground cedar (Calocedrus spp.)
ground juniper (Juniperus spp. )
beaked hazel (Corvlus cornuta)

o 
cranberry (Vibernum edule)
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ÀPPEI|DIX B

List of plant species found in Nt^[,]À

TREES
trembLing aspen (populus tremuloides)
balsum poplar (pooulus Ualsamlfèra)
whlte spruce (plcea qlauca)
black spruce (picea marÍana)
bur oak (Ouercus macrocarpa)
wl1low (Salix spp. )jack pine (pinus banksiana)
alder (Àlnus spp. )
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APPENDIX C

Dlstrlbution of habltat types in
ManItoba, ftom 1955-1986 (Berger and

the NWHA,
Baydack L9921

Cover type Abandoned Leks
l-cks Prior to
Abandonment Permanent Leks

Àverage Chonge
on All Leks

Aspen
Closed Forest

Aspen
Open Forest

Prairie and
Abancloned Fields

Shrub

Marsh

567o

l47o

l57o

l21o

1Vo

439o

l2Vo

287o

l57o

27o

44Vo

l54o

23Vo

l79o

lclo

36.2Vo

2.51o

(-\ 37.SVo

2.3Vo

(-) l.l7o
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ÀPPEIIDIX D

Àlr photos of manlpulated sftes
ll3 and ,22 ln 1961 and 1981-
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